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Adlllitted
Students
Weekend
By Brooke Heilborn

Witha28% increase in frrst-yearapplications to Marshall Wythe, the Admissions Office was extremely busy this year.
Admitted Students Weekend, which was
held over April 5th and 6'h, proved to be no
exception. Over 150 prospective students
and guests visited William and Mary to
learn more about the law school. A Welcome Reception was held Friday night in
the lobby, after which prospective students are traditionally introduced to the
Greeneleafe and the Williamsburg social
scene. Saturday's events began with
group tours and a general orientation meeting at which faculty and current students
spoke to the prospectives about law school
programs and activities. They later received a demonstration of Courtroom 1 I
put on by Moot Court Board Members,
more touring and lecture opportunities,
and an introduction to the law school's
many organ izations at an SBA-sponsored
Activities Fair and Reception .
Dean Shealy would like to extend her
appreciation to everyone in the William
and Mary community who helped with the
weekend events, in particularCari Collins,
Brian Kelly, and Mike Kiffuey, co-chairs of
the SBA committee who planned and coordinated the weekend. Also, thanks to
everyone who hosted prospective students in their homes, . as many of these
students would have been unable to attend otherwise. Overall, the weekend was
a success, and we look forward to the
arrival of the Class 0[2005 in the fall.

Kissinger
Meets with
Students
By Rebecca Goodgame Ebinger

William and Mary Chancellor Henry
Kissinger visited Marshall-Wythe on
Wednesday, April 3, for a question and
answer session with 80 interested law students.
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The forum was one of a number of meetings the ChanceIIor and former Secretary
of State held throughout campus on
Wednesday.
In his introductory comments, Dr.
Kissinger stressed the challenges surrounding foreign policy decisions. He
remarked that foreign policy decisions
cannot be made at a leisurely pace, and
once a decision is made, support for the
decision must be unquestioned, even if
the factors in favor and against the decision were almost even.
Dr. Kissinger also commented on the
need for moral conviction, in addition to
intelligence, to effectively guide foreign
policy. He stated that intelligence gives
only analysis, and conviction takes a leader
the rest of the way.
In asking for questions from the students
gathered in Courtroom 21, Dr. Kissinger
encouraged students to speak freely and
ask any question they desired, whether
about history, current affairs, or his personal experiences. After an initial reluctance, many students sought to advantage
of this unique opportunity. Those selected to ask.questions touched on a wide
range of topics.
The opening question related to the
current Israeli-Palestinian crisis. Dr.
Kissinger, echoing comments by White
House Press Secretary Ari Fleisher that
have since been repudiated, stated that
the Clinton Administration's aggressive
attempt to finalize a peace agreement contributed to the current situation. He further
commented that the U.S. should resist the
pressure to "do something" in the Middle
East without a clearly defined objective
and means of achieving that objective.
The session continued with questions
addressing U.S. obligations to remedy the
problem of unexploded ordinance in Laos,
the role Sino-U.S. relations played in bringing about nuclear arms treaties with the
Soviets, and the Nixon Administration's
role in bringing Pinochet to power in Chile.
Students who attended the event commented on Dr. Kissinger's openness. Bo
Foley, in his second year, said, "[Kissinger)
answered all of the questions asked thoroughly, and put them in context, providing
background information as to how and
why he was answering a question in a
certain manner."
First year student Kathy Sacco said, "I
appreciated the way he answered the students directly, focusing on the person that
asked the question."
Dr. Kissinger addressed each query in
lengtli, which provided detailed answers,
but limited the number of questions that
could be addressed in the one hour period.
Carly Van Orman, a third year student,
asked Dr. Kissinger to comment on the
Bush Administration' s foreign policy pro-
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gram, and specifically about the "Axis of
Evil" comment made in President Bush's
State of the Union address. Dr. Kissinger
noticeably did not comment on the "Axis
ofEvil," but gave the Bush Administration
high marks for tactical decisions thus far.
Further, he expressed great consternation
at the thought of a Gore Administration's
handling of the war in Afghanistan. He
provided the disclaimer that his comments
would not be as "unbiased" as those made
about the Clinton Administration's foreign policy moves, as he has many close
friends in the Bush Administration and
works closely with them.
First Year David Massoni remarked,
"While I thought the forum was interesting, I didn't appreciate the off-hand remark
debasing how a theoretical Gore Administration would have treated the war in Afghanistan."
While protesters were present on the
main campus during Dr. Kissinger's visit,
none were present at the law school event.
Justin Marceau commented on the protestors and the event generally saying, "I
disagreed with those protesting
Kissinger's presence because I appreciated the opportunity to see him in person.
However, I was predictably disappointed·
by his unwillingness to criticize the Bush
Administration. "
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women to apply for law school that she
decided to become an attorney. Upon
graduation from UVA, she worked in legal
services, but by the time she moved to
Washington, D.C. she had two small children. She described the difficulties of
By Katie Riley
attempting to balance work and family,
explaining that after fighting with her
March 2002 marked the first time (in emp loyer to get 3/5 time, it stilI meant she
known history) that Marshall-Wythe cel- was working 40 plus hours a week. She
ebrated Women's History Month. The also explained the general problem of"time
Journal of Women and the Law went fatigue," that the current law firm mentalbeyond theirnormaljournal duties to bring ity makes attorneys overworked and overin tWo speakers, successful women attor- . stressed and thus poorer workers overall.
neys, to discuss the difficulties of being
a woman in the legal profession. The
Journal also decorated the trophy case in
the front lobby as an ongoing reminder of
Women's History Month.
The first speaker, Jean Franklin, is the
former president oftheV irginia Bar Association. She visited the law school of
Friday March 22nd, speaking on the topic
of "Balancing Lives." A graduate of
VassarColIege and UV A Law School, Ms.
Franklin described that even though she
came from a family of lawyers it wasn't
until a supportive political science teacher
in college encouraged her and other young Ramone Gets a Quick Promotion

to Dean
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Ms. Franklin provided a packet ofmaterials on the issue of lawyer work-lifestyle
balance, including reports from the ABA 's
Commission on Women in the Profession
and the Virginia Bar Association. Ifinter. ested, she also suggested further resources on attorney quality oflife: Deborah
L. Rhode, "Frank R. Strong Law Forum
Lecture: The Profession and Its Discontents," 6 1 Ohio LJ. 1335, Feb. 2000; Nora
Porter, "Toward Quality of Life in the
Law," 22 Penn. Lawyer 12,Jan.fFeb.2000;
Report of the Task Force on Lawyers '
Quality of Life, Association of the Bar of
the City ofNew York, 55 The Record 755,
Nov.lDec. 2000; Patrick Schiltz, "On Being
a Happy, Healthy and Ethical Member of
an Unhappy, Unhealthy and Unethical
Profession," 52 Vand. L. Rev. 87 1, May
1999.
The second speaker, Louanna
Heuhsen, visited Marshall-Wythe the following Monday, March 25th. Ms .
Heuhsen is a partner at Hunton & Williams and teaches a class in Mergers &
Acquisitions at Marshall-Wythe. The
title of her talk was "Is It Worth It?," and
she too discussed the frustration of balancing work and family. She sain that as
an attorney, you should ask if"it's worth
it" almost every day. The day you answer
no is the day you should find something
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better to do . Even though she admits to
making a lot of sacrifices, Ms . Heuhsen
said she has never had to trade in who she
is , and that overall it is worth it. Ms .
Heuhsen decided to become a lawyer "to
keep the wolves at bay." She had been
living in Germany with her husband and
young daughter, when her husband suddenly divorcedher. A graduate of Will iam
& Mary, she went to Cornell Law School
to provide fo r her and her daughter. Her
fi rst job was with Hunton & Will iams,
were she worked hard to balance her
daughter with work. She described having to bring her daughter into the office
late at night with a blanket and pillow while
she finished her work. Ultimately, Ms.
Heuhsen waited until her daughter graduated from high school before becoming
partner, an opportunity she had been passing up for awhile. Besides the difficulty of
balancing work and family, Ms. Heuhsen
discussed her battles with sexism in the
workplace.
Kari Lou Franck, Editor-in-Chiefofthe
Journal of Women and the Law, spearheaded the effort to bring Women ' s History Month to the law schooL Hopefully,
it will become an annual tradition .
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John Levy: Professor,
Mentor, Advocate (and
finally) Retired

By Mike Riella
Most tribute articles make it sound as
though the retiring professor actually has
died. We write about what he or she has
accomplished, how many lives the professor has touched, how much the individual
will be missed, and how much of a contribution his or her presence has made to the
law schooL All ofthis is well and good, but
most tributes/eulogies seem to leave out
the part about the professor moving on to
another walk of life, getting the chance to
experience new adventures, and undertaking novel activities - activities and experiences that are forced to the back burner
when so much time is spent within the
familiar confines of Marshall-Wythe.
When I discovered that Professor Levy
was retiring this year, I initially had the
stereotypical "wow, that's too bad" reaction. Indeed, John ' s absence will be felt
throughout the law school- he has had a
profound influence on those students
whom he has taught, and as one of the
chiefs ofthe Legal Skills program, I think it
is safe to say that all of us, in some small
way, have been affected by John's presence and ideas.
John is retiring from his roles as Direc-"
tor of( I) the Legal Skills Program, (2) the
L.L.M. program, (3) the clinical education
program, and (4) the summer abroad program. Needless to say, John's absence will
leave quite a void to be filled in the coming
years. Fortunately for his Legal Skills
students, John will continue to serve as
the senior partner in Levy, Riella&Carling,
and as the mentor they all have come to
enjoy and respect. (though perhaps not
while Client B memos are in the works . .. )
John will commute from his gorgeous home
in Gloucester to impart many years of
accumulated wisdom to the 1Ls and 2Ls
who are lucky enough to join his prestigious Legal Skills firm. John will continue
to teach writing and research, pontificate
about the importance of ethics in our daily
activities as lawyers and law students, and
challenge all those who would dare suggestthat it is impossible to provide j ustice
to all of humanity because it carries a high
price tag. John will have to relinquish his
palatial office in the new wing, but, as an

adj unct, John wi ll not have to attend faculty meetings (an idea that delights him to
no end) .
So what is in store for John in the coming
weeks, months, and years? I spent part of
last Sunday foss iling at Surrey Point with
John, his wife Kaye, and several other
students . (For the unindoctrinated,
"fossiling" entails walking around on a
beach and looking for fossils.) John's
answer to a question regarding future plans:
a shrug, a quizzical expression, and a "who
the hell knows?" - classic John Levy.
Kaye is circulating rumors ofbuying a VW
bus and touring the country for a while,
and John still does have some ACLU work
to keep him as busy as he chooses. John,
more likely than not, will find himself engaged in some activity to help people find
justice where no one thought it was available, preach about equal access to the
justice system, and frustrate himselftrying
to make others understand that economic
" mumbo jumbo crap" is irrelevant when
freedoms and basic rights are at stake.
Aside from all that "legal nonsense," he
certainly will enjoy many days out in his
kayak or whittling feely fish and talking
sticks. Basically, he will continue to be
John Levy - just a "retired" John Levy.

IBRL Talk:
Women and
the Law in
Uganda
By Tim Peltier
On March 25 1h Lynn Khadiagala, a Visiting Assistant Professor of Government
at the Undergraduate College, came to the
Law School to have lunch with students
and to discuss women and the law in
Uganda.
Professor Khadiagala spent several
years working in Uganda studying the
legal system. She was particularly interested in the way women used the legal
system to attempt to equalize the inequity
ofland distribution "in the rural parts of the
country. While women do nearly all ofthe "
farming and work, men own nearly all the
land and control nearly all the profits.
Professor Khadiagala found that
women were increasingly looking to the
courts to fight for property rights. While
still facing a difficult uphill battle, women,
with the help of legal aid groups, were
taking their cases to court. While still
losing more often than winning, women
continue to fight for property rights and to
spread the idea of equity before the law to
Uganda.
"
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By: Tron Kohlhagen

Bone Marrow Drive Gets
51 Law School Donors
By Katie Riley
The results of the Bone Marrow Drive
are good for the law scbool, but somewhat
disappointing,foriliecoUe&eas a whole. In
the law school, 51 people'donated a vial of
blood and signed up for the registry. This
number is consistent with last year's donations. BUl, the undergraduate campus
received approximately 250 fewer registrants than usual. In total, 613 people
. donated through the College of William &
Mary's drive, still a very successful number. This year, like last year, the registration table was set up in the law school
lobby, while two years ago the entire registration occurred in the Library basement.
Reco Thomas, one of the law schoo! organizers of the event, believed that her presence in the lobby helped remind people of

On March 23 rd , William & Mary's Sports
& Entertainment Law Society (SELS)
teamed up with Regent University 's Law
School to conduct the 4LO Annual Spons &
Entertainment Law Symposium. SELS is
proud to repon that the Symposium was a
great success. We hosted eight practitioners, received support from many community sponsors, and doubled last year's
attendance figures .

3
speakers and attendees free of cost! Berkeley Realty, AMF Bowling, Colonial
Spons and lM. Randall's helped us produce our Symposium Program. SELS is an
organization by students and for students
andcouldnotputon the Symposium without help from these generous sponsors.
SELS would also like to thank everyone
who attended. We had a great tumoutand
appreciate your interest. See you again
next year!

"Career
Conversations"
Reveals the
Light at the
End of the
Tunnel

During the Symposium, attendees had
the opportunity to attend a range of panel
discussions and meet with guest speakBy Adrienne Griffin
ers. Our panelists came from a variety of
backgrounds in both the Sports and :;:!nterThe Law School Alumni Association
tainment fields. We heard from four Enterand
the Office of Career Planning and
tainment attorneys. Alan Lewine from
Placement
co-sponsored a "Career ConPiper, Marbury, Rudnick & Wolfe, LLP in
versations"
program that took piace on
Washington, D.C. conducted a panel enThursday,
March
28, in the law school
titled, "Intellectual Property in Entertainment Law-." Byron Marchant from BET i.n lobby . B i.lled as an information session
Washington, D.C. discussed his career about practice area':> "from A to Z," the
experiences and duties as Head In-House event featured twenty six attorneys from a
Counsel. Stuart Silfen from Frankfurt, wide variety of legal fields . The range of
Garbus, Kurnit, Klein&Selz,P.C. in New specialties represented included such di-'
York worked with our very own Professor verse pursuits as Admiralty, Environmenof Sports & Entertainment Law. Martin tal, Legal Aid , Prosecution, and
Silfen, to present "The Anatomy of a E-Commerce, among many others. What
made the group of participating attorneys
Record Deal."
particularly impressive was the fact that all
Attendees also listened to four Sports but one were William and Mary alumni .
Attorneys. Erica Bashour from Octagon The sole exception was William and Mary
Athlete Representation Group in McLean, adj unct professor Donald Tortorice, who
V Ajoined forces with Daryl Taylor from spoke with students about Health Law and
Vorys, Sater, Seymour & Pease, LLP in Medical Malpractice.

the dri ve, encouraging people to register
who might otherwise have forgotten about
the event.
The library staff's "March Madness"
fundraiser was also very successful in
raisi.ng, mone), forthe Bone Marrow Dri.ve.
Between the cookie sale anQ the freethrow competition, they surpassed their
goal of$1 000 by raising $1 091. The "winners" of the free-throw competition were
Professor Dwyer and Assistant Dean
Bennie Rogers, who each made 25 baskets
(by spending much more than $25). The
grand prize of a $50 gift certificate to
Kiskiack Golf Course went to student Jeff
Reale, who made the most bask'ets behind
Dwyer and Rogers. The event was organized by the PR Committee of the Law
Library, which includes Janey Janson
(Chairperson), Steve Blaiklock, Eva Brooks,
Jennifer Sekula, and Fred Dingledy. Lexis
Alexandria, V A. They offered advice to
supplied the food.
The program was an opportunity for
aspiring Sports Attorneys on breaking
students
in all class years to speak with
into the sports industry. Our final panel
practicing
attorneys in an informal setting.
was composed ofV ernoll Inge from LeClair
Forexample,
1991 graduate Owen Wilson
Ryan and David Maraghy from Spons
revealed
how
working with government
Management International, bothheadquarte red in Richmond. They ga've attendees contracts involving the military led him to
insight into the worlds of sports event . explore Admiralty and Maritime Law.
management and athlete representation. Chesire l' Anson Eveleigh, who graduated
SELS has received very positi ve feedback in 1989, discussed the unique challenges
on the substance of these panels as well as and rewards of Family Law with interested
students. Some alurrmi, like 1999 graduate
the speakers' availabi lity to attendees.
Vivieon Kelly, talked about their fond
memories
of William and Mary and how
SELS greatly appreciates all the time
experiences
here directly led them to their
and effort our speakers put into their pancareer
choice.
In Ms. Kelly's case, a class
els. The speakers work on a vo lunteer
in
Secured
Transactions
with Professor
basis, and the Symposium w,?uld simply
Selassie
sparked
her
interest
in Banknot exist without their support.
ruptcy. She credits him and Professor
SELS would also like to acknow ledge Dickerson with guiding her toward her
our community sponsors. Blimpie Subs current practice. Others, like Angela Bishop
donated the entire lunch, feeding over fifty Wilson, a 1990 graduate now with the
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on their own last semester. This change
was met with general approval at the student forum, but some did question how we
can be sure that they the diskette and
printed papers will match. Ofcourse not aII
can be checked and thus the honor code
must be the safe guard. The final approved
policy gives students an additional ninety
minutes from the end ofexam time to print
their papers.
The ability to use cut and paste was
fairly controversial, with seyeral students
considering it an advantage not available
to those who hand write their exams. Those
in favor ofcut and paste out that those who
write their exams by hand often skip lines
or pages in their blue books by choice or
because required to do so thus may also
insert additional text. It was pointed out
that Spell check is a device uniquely ayailable to students \\'ho choose to type . A
debate on which process makes the end
result look better and whether neatness or
overall appearance of the paper is a factor
in grading followed .

United States Patent and Trademark Office, explained that she never imagined
herselfpracticing in her current field. Consequently, there were several classes that
she wished she had taken while in school,
including Intellectually Property.
In addition to the opportunity to speak
with practitioners directly, Career Services
provided students with a booklet featuring infomJation sheets written by all the
program participants. In this booklet, the
participants answered several questions
regarding the pros and cons of their chosen practice area, recommended courses
for success in that area, listed summer
experiences that would be beneficial, and
wrote about anything they wish they had
been taught in law school. In response to
the last question, many people said they
\vished they had learned more about the
business aspects of the law such as how
to run an office, attract clients, and build a
business. Another popular response was
to remind students of the need to remain
flexibl e and open to changing their practice area even several years removed from
law school.
The Career Conversations program
gave students the chance to speak directly
with alumni who have survived law school
and gone on to successful careers, proving that there is a light at the end of the
tunnel for the rest of us. The wide variety
of fields represented proved that a law
degree can serve as an entry to many
diverse pursuits. The differences in expressed likes and dislikes and statements
about what was important to them for job
satisfaction demonstrated the fact that law
school attracts many different types of
people who are able to discover their career path. Although several attorneys
spoke about abandoning their first job, it
was helpful and encouraging to hear about
how they ended up where they are today.
These alumni showed current students
that there is meaningful life in many dIverse forms beyond law school.

New
Computer
Policy for
Spring
Exams

Several students objected to the fact
that both the previous and proposed policies contained provisions allowing professors to modify the policy at their
discretion. Those students expressed a
strong desire to have one unified policy for
the whole school. These provisions remain in the final policy. Dean Jackson
explained that they could not take out that
provision due to the principle ofacademic
freedom. She further pointed out that the
faculty was very much in favor of the new
policy, making them less likely to want to
deviate from it.
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to use computers with those who choose
to write exams by hand. This policy is'
expected to be reviewed regularly by the
appropriate student and facul ty committees, especially as technology develops.
1. Students must use private equipment-computers and printer--to write in-class
examinations. School computers may be
used for take-home exams and/or papers.

2. Students who hav'e their own computers and printers are not prohibited by law
school policy from using them to type
exams. However, any individual faculty
member may choose to prohibit their use
for any particular exam, includi ng take
home exams.
3. Students wishing to write their exams
on a computer may tum in a diskette at the
completion of the examination period instead of immediately submitting a paper
copy of their answer. That diskette must
be readable by a system using a Microsoft
Wi ndows operating system and the
student's answer file must be written in
either Word or WordPerfect. 1 Each diskette must have a label with the student's
examination number, the title of the class,
and name of the Professor. Any student
failing to hand in either a writtell, printed,
electron ic copy of his or her exam at the
conclusion of the time allotted will be
considered to have failed to complete the
examination. The diskette becomes property of the Law School.
In addition, within ninet)" minutes of
the completion of the exam each student
must submit a printed copy of his or her
answer to the Office of the Associate Dean
for Administration in the administrative
suite off the main lobby on the first floor.
When handing in that copy, the student
mustfollow the proceduresfor handing ill
a se(fscheduled examination. In addition, the text of the paper copy must precise~) 'malch the text ofthe electronic copy
preyiously submitted. Al\TY DEVIATION
WILL BE REVIEWED UNDER THE
HONORCODE FORA POSSIBLE VIOLA..110NAA1J) WILL BE PROSECUTEDAC-

Dean Jackson stressed in her email the
importance of obeying common courtesy
By AdrielllleGriffin
when it comes to using computers for inschool exams. At the forum, she recogA nevv' policy governing the use of
nized the fact that some students attempt
computers for fi nal exams was adopted at
to '"squat" at an exam place by leaving their
the fac ulty meeting on Thursday, April 11.
materials in the area. Students are not
By Friday afternoon, Dean Lizbeth Jackallowed to reserve test taking spaces reson had foru:arded a copy of that policy to
gardless of whether they type or hand
members of the student body via email.
write. The disclaimer that the law school
The new policy was put together in coopcannot guarantee space for everyone who
eration with a board of student advisors
wants to take a test on a lap top is a new CORDINGLY.
and with the input of Dean Jackson and
feature of the policy, but Dean Jackson
Professors Jayne Barnard and Peter A1ces.
wishes to remind students that they may
Students are responsible for any probComments were also solicited from the
take their exams in Rooms 134, 135,137, lems--for example, the power goes out at a
S.B .A. and the Honor Council. Ourprevi138, 239, the Cottage and the Law Library crucial time, or part of the answer is inadous policy was compared with those from
locations designated in the official policy. vertently erased before it is printed out, or
nearby law schools and whi le it compared
the disk crashes five minutes before the
fayorably to those others,-the committee
Dean Jackson says that it is important exam is oyer, or the printer jams. Failure to
concluded that several areas needed reyito remember that the computer use policy tum in an exam on time will be penalized
sion. An open forum on the proposed
was meant to help and not penalize those and may result in a grade of "F." So
policy changes was held by Professor
who chose to take their exams with com- students are advised to take precautions.
Barnard and Dean Jackson on April 3m.
puters. Above all, Dean Jackson wants to including, but not limited to frequently
Although attendance at this session was
reiterate that students should come to her saving the document both to the hard
light, several issues were thoroughly disimmediately ifthey experience a problem drive and to a "floppy" disk, printing the .
cussed.
on exam day. A copy of the new official exam answer as it is completed, and having
policy follows for your information.
bluebooks and pens available should a
The main change to the official policy
terminal computer failure occur. Excepwas the provision allowing students to
Use ofComputers on In-class Exams
tions may be granted in rare circumstances.
tum in a diskette at the end of the exam
The Faculty devised this policy to facili instead of having to hand in a printed copy
tate the use of computers to take in-class 4. THE LAW SCHOOL DOES NOT
of the answer. The student would then
exams without changing the nature or GUARANTEETHATSPACE~~LL BE
have a certain period of time to print out a
scope of the Honor Code. Proportionality AVAILABLEFORALLSTIJDENTWISHhard copy of his or her answer. This was
was considered as part of this policy to INGTOUSECOMPUTEREQUWMrnNT
a practice adopted by several professors
balance the interests of those who prefer FOR THEIREXA.MS
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the office.
Sure enough, I find professor Schaefer
in the teachers ' lounge, mostly through
with the newspaper. The headlines are not
prornising, heralding the unrest in the
Middle East. "Has the world ended yet?"
specific, wTItten exam instructions.
I ask.
Professor Schaefer pauses for a mo10. Failure to follow these guidelines and
ment and then recalls, "I remember during
restrictions may constitute a violation of
Watergate reading the newspapers almost
the Honor Code.
hourly, waiting to see if Nixon would be
indicted. I was afraid they would sneak the
news onto the back page. In hindsight, I
suppose it would have been on the front
page." With that observation, he sets
down his newspaper and we begin our
interview.
Professor Schaefer has been with the
law school since 1973, shortly after William & Mary graduated from merely having
a law department to operating a full-blown
law school. When asked how the law
sch~ol has changed during the last thirty·
years, Schaefer observes there are several
constants in the law school. "Students
have always been the strength of this
school," he begins, "The school has become more professionalized, especially the
professors. With all of the books about
being a law student, students know more
of what to expect now . But the students
have always been the strength of this
school. We have always had nice students. "
Prior to joining the faculty, Schaefer
practiced law in Chicago after his graduation from Harvard. I ask him why he chose
to teach. With only a moments pause he
answers, " Law practice, especially as a
new
lawyer, often involves working on
By-Katie Rile)' & Rebecca Goodgame
small things that will be important only in
Ebinger
the distant future. Even if you are a litigator, you will very rarely be in court. As a
MarshaIl-Wythe ' sBlack Law Student
professor, I get to talk about high-level law
Association has had a very successful
to people every day. In a way, that is far
year bringing interesting speakers to the
more rewarding." He then continues, exschool and sponsoring various public
piaining how law practice ties into law
service events. Two recent events inteaching,
"There is a tendency to teach
cluded a historical presentation entitled
law
in
a
theoretical
sense, but if you don't
"Oral History: A Cherished African Ameriask
how
theories
will
work in real life, it's
can Tradition" in February and guest
not
very
satisfying."
speaker Judge LaDoris Cordell on TuesAs any conversation with Professor
day, April 9th.
Schaefer
tends to, we meander through
The Oral History program was sponseveral topics before finally confronting
sored by the Williamsburg Historical Socithe subject of retirement. Schaefer admits
ety and was an interactive lesson on the
that his father dreaded retirement, but he
value ofmusic to African-American slaves.
has a different opinion. "I envision retireThe two performers described how Afriment as summer vacation. I look forward
can-American slaves used music, drums,
to doing all the things I've put off." Ifhis
and the African worldview to communiretirement goes according to plan, Schaefer
cate with one another, even though they
will
begin his vacation catching up on the
spoke different languages. The music also
books
he 's meant to, but has never gotten
helped slaves keep rhythm while working
around
to reading. More importantly, he
in the fields, and generally helped them
looks
forward
to reading before 11 p.m. He
adapt to the harsh and alienating condiexpects
to
run
more, although he admits,
By Eric Nakano
tions of their servitude. The performers
"I'
m
more
picky
now than I used to be, and
also described the tradition of passing
don't
want
to
go
out if it's too hot or too
It
is
just
past
noon
on
a
slow
Friday
and
down information orally in order to preserve cultural traditions and remedies to I am looking for Professor Elmer Schaefer. cold." He also plans to-get a satellite dish
everyday ailments. Attendees thought He ' s not in his office, a little-known room to watch more games. Although not an
the program was both fun and informative .. adjoining the Courtroom 21 offices. Onhis avid sports fan, he explains that he's a fan
This past week, BLSA hosted guest door a sticky-note instructs me to knock, of the White Sox, the Chicago Bulls, and
speaker Judge LaD oris Cordell in a talk and a second sticky-note invites me to call the Green Bay Packers. When not absorbed by books or games, he hopes to
entitled "Keeping it Real : A Judge's Per- him at his home number.
"You should check the teachers' travel, visiting the non-tourist destinaspective on the World of Judging." Judge
Cordell is retired from the Superior Court of lounge, he sometimes likes to read the tions in Europe.
I ask him, "Who would you put on the
Santa Clara County, California. She was newspaper there," is the helpful suggesSupreme
Court?" Without hesitation he
both the first African-American woman tion I receive from the Courtroom 21 side of
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Students using computers ' may take
their exams in designated "computer"
rooms or in the authorized areas in the
library. Students may not use a computer
to ,"vrite an exam in any classroom where an
exam has been scheduled. The several
classrooms designated for computer use
may not be reserved but space in these
rooms is available on a ftrst-come, ftrstserved basis.

In addition, students may type exams
in the library with the following restrictions: Students may use any available
carrel or table space that is located next to
an outlet on the first and second floors of
the library. Students may not set up computer equipment in the basement level of
the library.
Students may not use equipment, wires
or extension cords in a manner that creates
any kind of hazard. For example, wires or
cords may not be run across aisles or
walkways. The library staff will determine
whether a haZll,rd exists.
Students may not reserve any space in
the library in advance for purposes of
typing an exam.
5. Students must type their answers by
hand during the examination period. Students may~se"cut" or "copy" and "paste"
functions within their answer but they may
not copy ("cut and paste") material into
their examination from any other source.
6. (a) During an open book examination, except as specified by the instructor,
students may access and read material
previously saved but may not copy previously saved material and may not use a
search function to located material from
any source.
(b) During a closed book examination, students may not access or read any
previously saved material and may not
open any file other than the file in which the
exam answer is being composed.
(c) Under no circumstances maya
student open an internet connection during any examination.
. Students may not use grammar-check
but may use spell-check to aid them in
writing the exam.
8. In any examination that has restrictions on the length of answers, an exam
written on a computer must be printed in
type no smaller than 12-point type with
one inch margins and must not exceed the
mlLximum number oflines permitted.
9. Individual faculty members may add
further restrictions on the use of computers for examinations, or may amend the
restrictions listed above. In that case, the
faculty member will communicate hislher
policy to the students, and will provide

Spring
BLSA
Events
Include
Oral
History
Presentation

and the youngest woman appointed to the
bench in Northern California. Today, she
works at Stanford University where she is
Vice Provost and Special Counsel to the
President. Judge Cordell has a long history of public service, something she emphasized law students to do during the
talk. In 1967, she directed a tutoring program for African-American elementary
school students in the Mississippi Delta.
In 1988, she participated in South Africa's
first Human Rights Conference. An awardwinning PBS documentary, "The Colorof
Justice" was made based on that visit.
Judge Cordell also has an impressive legai
career, having opened her own law firm at
25 years ofage in East Palo Alto, California.
This was the first law firm in thatpredorninately African-American and Hispanic
community. During her talk, Judge Cordell
stressed the importance of public service,
and explained how judges and lawyers can
use their positions, combined with personal courage, to effectuate social change.
She also described the difficulties ofbeing
a judge, and how she often had to be a
mediator for peop Ie who couldn't dissolve
their relationships or come to an agreement on their own. She had to help people
during their most difficult times. Judge
Cordell is the mother of BLSA member
Cheran Cordell.

and Judge
Cordell

Schaefer
Retires
After 29
Years
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difference in how a particular case is designated as espionage or criminal. "Spies"
are persons from other countries and their
cases are economic espionage. "Criminals" are citizens ofthe U.S . Thedifference
in how cases are handled has to do with the
U.S. Constitution. There are some tactics
used by the FBI in espionage cases that
cannot be used against U.S. citizens, surveillance techniques being the only example an agent ofthe FBI could comfortably
discuss.
The Economic Espionage Act of 1996
is the authority under which the FBI investigates the theft of trade secrets for businesses. Companies must prove that their
loss has independent economic value beyond normal business competition practices and show that they have routinely
taken measures to protect themselves. Each
case for the FBI must be authorized and
signed by the Attorney General. Since
1995, the FBI has handled 45 cases, usually
in cooperation with the local police authorities.
The culprit in 75% of all cases turns out
to be the "trusted insider". Someone in the
know decides to rip off the company. Their
By Gary Abbott
motivations fall under one of five reasons,
coming under the FBI acronym, C.R.l.M.E.
Q: Why keep trade secrets?
Four of them are hard to discern prior to
A: So they can be reused to make money.
apprehension of the suspect, while one is
frequently obvious.
So says Supervisory Special Agent of
Compromise - the insider has a secret, like
the National Security Division of the FBI~
homosexuality or infidelity; that is discovThomas R . Stutler. On March 22,2002, Mr.
ered and they are basically blackmailed
Stutler was the guest speaker presented
into stealing secrets.
by the Student Intellectual Property SociRevenge - The insider wants to get even
ety (SIPS). An audience of thirrj heard
with someone or the company in general.
Tom give the straight story on "Economic
Profit is secondary to getting even.
Espionage and the Trusted Insider."
Ideologv - especially hard to discover.
Tom is the program manager for the
The individual has some moral imperative
ANSIR program based in Quantico, Virthat leads him to compromise his company
ginia. ANSIR is the FBI's voice to the
for reasons known only to the individual.
public for national security issues. He
Profit is again secondary, ifnot irrelevant.
addresses law enforcement groups and
Monev - The main reason.
other interested citizens (like law students)
Ego - Another tough cause to pin down.
around the country on the existence of
The individual cannot believe that anyone
situations covered under the FBI threat
has the audacity to question anything he
list. Espionage, terrorism and foreign inteldoes . Self-aggrandizement is primary and
ligence activities top the threat list, with
profit iTom selling secrets is another fringe
economic espionage coming in closer to
benefit.
the bottom.
Mr. Stutler was surprisingly personA few facts and brand names, however,
able. No "X-Files" style, stoic and tightwere enough to show that economic eslipped, or "Dragnet" just-the-facts-ma' am
pionage is not a concern to be taken lightly,
presentation. He finished up with a warndespite its lower overall priority. The total
Ing to the audience that even the most
economic losses due to theft of secrets is
innocent request from a seemingly disinunknown, but ranges in the billions of
terested party in the inner workings of
dollars annually. Certain areas oftechnolyour company could be the first step, the
ogy, like computer software and weapons
first piece of bait, toward an attempt at
design, present concerns beyond mere
economic espionage.
corporate profit due to their intimate relations to national security. The computer
heartland ofSilicon Valley has historically
been the number one target of trade secret
espionage and U.S . businesses are routinely targeted worldwide. The FBI has
engaged in cases involving corporations
like Bristol Myers, Avery Dennison, IBM
and MasterCard.
Tom was quick to point out the simple
responds, "Eric Kades for sure. There are
also a number ofjustices now in the lower
courts whose opinions I've really enjoyed
reading."
As he thinks about the question some
more, I interrupt him with one more question, "If you were appointed to the Supreme Court, what would you change?"
This question causes him to pause briefly
before answering, "I would focus more on
the case before the Court rather than worrying about creating a general rule. Justice
Stevens does that."
I prepare to snap a photo and finally ask
him how he would like the school to rememb ~r him. He responds, "I like the people
here a lot."

SIPS AND
ECONOMIC
ESPIONAGE

of
Prosecution: .

The War on
Terror frOID
Inside the
Justice
DepartInent
By Todd Muldrew

Terrorism is like a triangular peg that
fi ts neither the circular nor the square hole.
It is not traditional warfare, but it exceeds
the boundaries of conventional criminal
enterprise. Up until now, the United States
has tried to make it fit into one ofthese two
categories and to measure government
response accordingly. John Yoo, Deputy
Assistant Attorney General in the Office
of Legal Counsel at the Department of
Justice , set forth his view of the
administration's new policy during a visit
to William and Mary. His presentation
entitled" America's Legal War on Terror:
The View From the Justice Department,"
was given to an audience of students,
community members, and journalists on
April 1,2002. TheInstituteofBiliofRights
Law sponsored the program.
Yoo proffered that the administration
was attempting to establish a new type of
legal regime, somewhere between the traditional spheres of crime and war. The
rules ofwar were designed to be applied to
nation-states and their actors. Terrorists,
as non-state actors, are technically not
governed by the rules of war. Non-state
actors have traditionally been dealt with
under criminal law. However, while terrorists share some structural similarities with
organized crime, terrorists have political
goals and a power to inflict casualties on
the order of nation-states. The administration is trying to find a balance between the
methods used in the two traditional areas.
Why does it matter how terrorists are
categorized? If terrorist groups are prosecuted under the system of criminal law,
the rules of evidence and procedure are
much more stringent than what is reasonable under conditions on the battlefield.
Yoo painted the picture ofD.S. soldiers in
Afghanistan sweeping a house. Soldiers
would have to stop to read Miranda warnings and place evidence in zip lock bags,
while enemy forces might be taking advantage of the battlefield delay to escape or set
up an ambush. Conversely, if terrorists are
treated according to the rules of war, they
may fare even worse. Y 00 argues that the
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Geneva Convention requires armed forces
to meet certain specific terms - to have a
responsible cornnland structure, to wear
distinguishing uniforms, to carry weapons openly, and to follow the laws of war .
Terrorists, in general, do not adhere to any
of these and Al Qaeda members are no
exception. (The only term they do tend to
meet is the open arms requirement, because, as Yoo pointed out, practically everyone in Afghanistan carries a weapon).
Thus, terrorists would not be protected at
all by a strict adherence to the rules of war.
The U.S. is attempting, in Yoo's view, to
develop a set of guidelines thatwill protect
American forces, civilians, and the terrorists themselves.
The military tribunal system is a compromise for dealing with the military and
criminal natures of terrorist organizations.
Y 00 argued that mi litary tribunals are based
in the traditions ofthis country, especially
in the period after World War II. The
Congress and Supreme Court have at least
recognized - if not openly supported these tribunals as part of the Commanderin-Chief powers of the President. Yoo
noted that the tribunals can only be used
to prosecute people for war crimes, not for
more standard crimes, such as robbery or
assault. Reinforcing the non-state nature
of terrorists, Yoo said that the Geneva
Convention did not restrict the use of
tribunals in these cases because the'conventions do not apply to terrorists.
John Yoo works on issues involving
foreign affairs, national security, and the
separation ofpowers in the Office ofLegal
Counsel at Department of Justice. He is
currently on leave from his position as
professor oflaw at the University of Cali forniaat Berkeley School ofLaw, where he
has taught since 1993. Professor Yoo received his B.A., summa cum laude, in
American history from l:larvard, and his
law degree from Yale. Between college and
law school, he worked as a newspaper
reporter in Washington, D.C.

State of the

Law School
Address
Given by
Dean Taylor Reveley
- On
Thursday April 4, 2002
At
MarshaU-Wythe Law School, Room 120
Adam just told me that the tape runs
out in two hours, and I told him not to
worry, we would not be here for two hours.
It has been quite a year, when you think
about it. Let me mention five reasons why
I think it has been more than just the normal
law school year. The normal law school
year is always stressed out and running
over with interesting and exciting things.
A lot of pressure from time to time from
other people, but this has been an unusual
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thousand dollars - that's wonderful but grew by about a quarter, the curriculum
they want us to match it by June the increased by a third, legal skills came online,
thirtieth with cash or pledges. And this is demanding a lot of space. Institute of Bill
a peculiarly horrible time to be raising of Rights Law, Courtroom 21, both were
money because of the recession and 9/11. created. They take up a good bit of space.
mad ... trying The ·number of symposia, conferences,
So we are running around
probably what impressed them the most to ftnd another four hundred thousand to and visitors here at the law school radically
was the fifty students during the student- match this Capital grant, because then we expanded. We went from one Law Review
regulator visit. First, they said far more of get four hundred thousand, which would to four law journals. All sorts of new
our students showed up for that than was make a real difference for us. So, if you student organizations sprang up. And of
normally the case. And second they said have got a hundred thousand or so that course technology appeared on all sides.
the students seemed to be genuinely inter- you would like to drop in the basket that In other words, we just didn't fit in this
ested in the school and had a lot of con- we'll set out there as you leave, feel free . building anymore. And for about ten years
crete, substantive things to say and [did] That is five dimensions of this year that as I read the historic record, the law school
not simply spend all the time whining. have made it quite a year. They have began really trying to do something about
Some whining, but also a lotofaffirmation. simply been loaded on top of everything it. We have finally done something about
So, they were genuinely impressed. That else that normally goes on here. It has been it this year. Four thousand renovated feet
in this building and the new wing adding
is the second thing that went on last year. _ a vigorous year.
Third, on September 11 th we watched toNow, many of you know that I think about a third to our square feet. Even
gether in this room and in other places in successful, really successful, academic better, it looks like the state of Virginia,
the law school the two World Trade Cen- institutions, those that seize their poten- which I normally don't say kind things
ters fall down, we also saw the gaping hole tial and drive it do very well on five fronts, about on the fiscai front, is going to put
in the Pentagon with flames leaping out five forms of capital. Physical capital, eleven point eight million dollars into the .
everywhere. We were terribly anxious programmatic, financial 'capital, human bond bill, which may well survive, for our
about whether we had had any students in capital in particular, and capital rooted in library renovation and addition project.
the World Trade Center interviewing for reputation. Five forms of very important That's a good deal less than we planned on
jobs or whether the alumni we have in the capital for an academic institution that having, but my view is, if you get eleven
World Trade Center got out, whether there wants to really amount to something. Let eight, take it and run. Renovate, build, it
were family and friends in the Pentagon. me talk about how I have seen this year in will at least take care of us for a good while.
Wejustdidn ' tknow. It was an absolutely terms of these forms of capital.
That'd be great. Ifwe could really fix that,
horrible day with, of course, enormous
As we have done every year for the last in addition to what's already been done in
national trauma. I know of onlyone family three years, on December fourth we had a this school, that is a quite adequate facilmember of a law school student who was birthday party for the law school and I ity. I think too, and this is a relatively minor
killed when the plane hit the Pentagon. We think we had chocolate cake and vanilla element in the mix, but it certainly brightwere miraculously lucky. But the force of cake. I had both; they were pretty good. ens my life every time I walk by it, that now
September 11 th [has had an enormous -And everybody who poured out of class when you come into the law school and
effect and has been] continuously' felt at the right time got a little bit ofcake. I think you see the periwinkle, that was kept alive
thereafter.
this was our two hundred and twenty-third after it was planted, in full blue bloom, you
That was number three. Number four, birthday. The law school has lived in a lot see the little points ofcolor that the univerwe are having a recession. In Virginia, we of places over the course of its life at sity now gives us, pansies and the bulbs,
are having a particularly acute recession William and Mary. 1 would love to abso- that are coming up. There are two statues,
for two reasons. One: 9/\ 1 did a lot of lutelynail where it lived when John Marshall and benches that have gone up on the
damage to tax receipts in northern Virginia. was here as a student, when George Wythe entrance and out in the oval. It truly looks
And, the state of Virginia had been in a tax was running the place. I haven't found good; it looks like you are walking into an
cutting frenzy before the recession hit. We any absolutely authoritative indication, institution of significance.
So I'm pretty chirpy on the physical
had eliminated something like two billion but I believe the law school held some of
dollars in taxes from the tax base in the last its fITst classes in the Wren Building. Some front right now. I haven't mentioned a lot
few years, so that when the recession hit, of them in George Wythe's house- it still of things that happened last year, but you
the combination of9/1 1 and the tax reduc- existed in colonial Williamsburg - and get the picture. On the physical capital
tions left Virginia in a very exposed condi- some of them for sure in the Old Capital front, assuming this library money comes
tion. That then led to a fren zy Of budget building of Williamsburg. So, that' s pretty through, this place is getting where it
cutting at the university, and we had two elegant beginnings, assuming that's ac- needs to be to move powerfully into the
phases of that: one that began in the fall curate. I can claim it, anyway, until some- twenty-first century.
and ended before Christmas and the other body proves to the contrary. We can get
All right, lets talk about things prostarted early in the winter and is still going a snapshot of the Wren Building and say . grammatic. The program here is obviously
on. And that has taken a huge amount of it is the site of the law school's first home. built on a very strong academic curriculum
time and energy, particularly for the main Thereafter, the law school kind of lived that I think is, on the whole, extraordinarily
campus, but also for the dean here and a from pillar to post on the main campus. well taught, and we still clearly care about
number of other people here. And, that is Sometimes in very modest surroundings, teaching. We are not a law school that has
not something we normally do during the such as the basement of a men ' s dorm with gone absolutely into the tank on resear(;,;h.
, fisca I year.
guys walking around on top, flushing the That's not the only thing we do here. The
Fifth, and this is good, we got a major john, rattling the taps, so the older stu- first thing we do here is teach. Then we do
foundation grant for the law school in dents have some pretty interesting stories research. Research is enormously imporNovember. Capital Foundation in Rich- , . . about the way it used to be. And then tant ... the curriculum-very well taught I
mond gave us what we believe is the again, somethnes in pretty nice buildings, think we have unusually strong co-curlargest grant they have ever given any- although every time the law school got a ricular activity, and I'm not going to do a
body. Not that much money, but very nice building, the arts and sciences pro- good job mentiol)-ing all of them because
attractive for us. Four hundred thousand gram began to look at it and salivate and they are just too numerous and rich. But
dollars to help finish paying for the North encroach,
it seems to me we have had an unusually
So it wasn't until 1980, when the law good year on the Law Review and law
Wing so that we can have things like
furniture and chairs in the big class rooms school moved over here, that it had its own journal front. Our vast moot court program
that don't eat you as you sit in them. I building that clearly no one else was going has really been moving this year. The
actually sat in one of those for an hour and to take. When the law school first moved Spong Tournament was an enormous suca half last week-and it is pretty bracing. inhere in 1980, itwasagreatbuilding. lcan cess: twenty-three teams, had a U.S. disYou have got to have good posture and remember coming and looking at it, ooh- trict judge beamed in electronically to help
keep fighting being hurled into the table. ing and ah-ing. Everybody was 60h-ing judge. We have had a lot of success with
Got this capital grant - four hundred andah-ing. Butweoutgrew it. The faculty our moot court teams out on the hustings,

neWd
year. First, we began the fiscal year - law
school years begin on July the first - with
four thousand feet in this building absolutelytorn up and being renovated. But, in
utter construction chaos, and of course
with the North Wing still slowly rising out
of the ground, even though those renovations in this building and in the North
Wing were supposed to have been fmished by June of last year, we began the
year. We began this year with the construction, experiencing the perils ofpauline
and moving along very, very slowly and
nobody knowing whether when the students returned we would even have this
building glued back together again, and if
we didn't have this building glued back
together again, then the world was going
to end. So, at least through the first term,
it has been a really exciting construction
year. But we did get the renovations in this
building fmished in time for school to start;
we did get the North Wing online in time for
second semester to start. I think Liz Jackson probably lost several years of her life
in the process. We are still working on
some basics like air conditioning, grass,
and furniture, but on the whole, construction was exciting but triumphant this year.
Also, (we1began the year in full regulatory
cry. We were going to be visited by seven
people from the American Bar Association
and the American Association of Law
scnools, the regulatory bodies who reaccredit law schools every seven years,
and to get ready for that was a real effort.
You have to write a lot of papers, do a huge
self-study, answer all sorts of regulatory
~terrogatories, and deal with a vast amount
oflogistics because you are going to have
seven live beings, these regulators visiting you - in our case for four days this year.
[They are] two law school deans, one
college president, two chieflibrarians, one
clinician and one practicing'lawyer. And
when they come they expect to be regally
treated it turns out; of course, all regulators expect to be regally treated when out
on the circuit, in my experience with them.
There were a lot of transportation and
housing and feeding and office space issues with them. They tend to have lost
information, although we had anticipated
most of those [issues]. It was a very
successful visit when the visit finally occurred by the regulators in November.
They had a really good time. As they left,
they said things to me like, "Jewel ofa law
school, though a well-hidden jewel. " One
of them also said, to the Provost, "This is
a law school on the ~usp of greatness; all
it needs is another two million dollars in the
operating budget." I said, "Right, that is
what I have been 'saying for quite some
time. " I think these visiting regulators,
who saw students, faculty, staff, administrators, alumni , people on the main campus, particularly the president and the
provost, and lifted up every rock they
could fmd to £ee what was underneath it,
I think they left extremely impressed, and
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particularly in best briefs. best oralists.
One of our trial teams, the one coached by
Jammie Jackson, had an incredible year
with no coaching faculty or practicing
lawyers, no financial support until the end.
went out and basically ate the world. Public Service Fund has had a great year.
BLSA (Biack Law Students Association)
has had an enormously successful yeardone a huge amount of community
service ... involving law students .... We
had a talent show last fall. First time in
years, and it was simply amazing to see
how talented the students who participated in it are, both as singers and prime
comedians. The intellectual activity here
has been striking this year-a vast array of
symposia, conferences, visitors. I think
some of the symposia I have been to this
year are as good as I have seen anywhere.
Henry Kissinger was here yesterday. We
got him in, he talked to a full house of
students in the courtroom and it was,
frankl y, kind of stunning to sit there and
listen to him. Here you had this guy who
had made history sitting there - standing
there - talking about history in an almost
encyclopedically complete fashion in brilliantly organized and expressed terms. You
saw some of the human being too. He is
obviously irritated with the revisionist what he views as the revisionist - history
on Laos and Cambodia and Chile. He
talked about leaks and enemies, meaning
domestic enemies, particularly within
Washington and Virginia. He talked about
the difference, in his judgment, between
the Clinton Administration and Bush on
the foreign policy front. Just very en gagmg.
I think IBRL and Courtroom 21 have
also been in full cry this year. That's great
h~re at the ranch in terms of what they do
here. but it is also great in terms of our law
school reputation in temlS of the larger
world. As a practical matter, the main
reason that people are hearing about the
law school these days outside of William
and Mary, hands down, by orders of magnitude, has been because of the publicity
that the Courtroom and the Institute get.
I wantto read youjust a snippet of what the
Courtroom is going to be doing on Saturday ifall goes well; if all the electronic toys
work. This is supposed to be happening
this Saturday: A mock case called United
States v. NewLife MedTech will push the
issue of legal technology to its frontiers
and perhaps beyond. A key witness will
testify live from the United Kingdom and
other international testimony is expected.
Holographic medical evidence may be presented. and the jury is expected to make the
first use ofimmersive virtual reality. Wearing special goggles,jurors will be able to be
in a virtual operating theater to view the
location of key participants and to see
what they can see. Counsel will use wireless instant messaging to communicate
with the court and assistants working
outside the courtroom while the court will

publish the most comprehensive court
record now availab le contemporaneously
to the public via the web. Afterviewingthe
evidence electronically, the jury will determine its verdict while using deliberation
room technology. This was on a press
release the university has issued to the
world and it sounds like we might get a
good bit of press coverage on Saturday. It
is my fervent hope that all the toys work.
But, the point is, we've got an intergalactic
.courtroomand very interesting and important things [are happening here.]
I think Legal Skills is also back to full cry
after a slow period. That's wonderful
because it is a critical element in our curriculumand [a place we might] actually fit
you with some real practical knowledge as
students. In my opinion we are still struggling on things programmatic, on getting
some real collaboration going with the
business school, with the arts and sciences program, with the public policy program. We do a little bit, but we don't do
anything like we could and ifwe did more,
the effect I think would be dramatic. Weare
still struggling to get some major foundation projects and money in here that will
help the law school actually contribute to
the resolution of important societal problems and get some more financial pull. I am
getting increasingly impatient with the
tact that we don't seem to be able to really
get moving on either oftnose scores. 1 am
quite hopeful that next year we will get
beyondjusttalking about it and start actually producing some results. The longer I
am here, too, the more it seems to me - one
final programmatic thought - that this
school really does have an enormous comparative advantage when it cO?1es to our
incredible deep roots in American history.
[We must continue to carry forward] the
original intent that Thomas Jefferson and
George Wythe created for this school [to
produce] the highly constructive citizen,
the leader in community, state, national
and international levels; the person who is
not just a good lawyer, but also someone
who takes the training and experience
[needed to succeed as a lawyer and really
does something with it]. That is a powerful, powerful inheritance, only we have it,
we uniquely have it, we have got to do
more with it. There is a great article that
Dave Douglas wrote that j ust appeared on
the Jeffersonian vision oflegal education
[that] captures the essence. Need to do
more with this. Need to do more with it for
lots of reasons. But two of them, fairly
ignoble but important, are to keep backing
Harvard Law School off the notion that it's
the oldest law school in the country and to
keep backing the University of Virginia
Law School off the notion that it has a
monopoly on the Jeffersonian vision of
legal education. The bottom line on the
programmatic front: another really good
year.
Financial: Gotto understand, two kinds
offinancial reality here, in my opinion. The
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first is the basic finances ofthe law school, a little ahead. It is my fervent hope that we
which in all reality we are just beginning will match the capital grant. and pick up
truly to wrap our arms around because in eight hundred thousand. Indeed, we have
the past, the law school was kind of[ viewed to match the capital grant. The alternative
as] a partner ofthe larger arts and sciences, is unacceptable. And the university's
as opposed to what it actually is. It is really, larger capital campaign continues to chug
in most respects, a standalone operation. along [quietly in the background.] So, that
So we got to figure out, all costs consid- · is my reaction to the financial situation - in
ered, all costs considered, what does it _ my judgment, not nearly as strong as [the]
take to run this place and how do you physical and programmatic [capital situaappropriately categorize these costs so tions], but we continue to make real
you can keep track of them? That is very progress and [there is] no reason on earth
hard to do. Second, you [must] under- why we shouldn't pulI it off. It is just going
stand where the money comes from; where to take time and a lot of blood, sweat, and
are all the sources, who controls each toil.
source, how stable is each source? They
People, People. You could have an
get extremely hard to understand [given absolutely beautiful building, you could
their relationship to] William and Mary's have the opulent corridors produced by
larger financial structure, but I think we are disgusting displays of new wealth as seen
aboutthere. Once you understand all this. in Charlottesville. You could have the
then you can really begin to do something most lush program on the face of the earth,
with it to improve it, and that is where we highly articulated, huge, deep. You could
are up to right now . And part of the have all the money you could possibly
improvement is to see to it that the law need. But if your people were not good, not
school contributes less than it has tradi- smart, not hardworking, not people ofchartionally contributed to the rest of the uni- acter, not nice, what good would it do you?
versity financially. There is not a snowball's No good at all. So in the final analysis, the
chance in hell that undergraduate tuition most important element in the equation is
will ever b,e raised to shift money to the law human. And ofcourse, the main reason we
school. I am not asking for that, even are interested in physical and financial
though it happens at (some other schools.] [capital] is simply to getto point where we
What I do want is for us to stop shipping are not holding ourselves back by the
net money to the main campus because we caliber of the people we've got here bedesperately need it here to [drive our capi- cause ofour facilities orour financial situtal development.] So, what I am saying on ation. If you have got really good people,
this front is I really think I am not going to you will have a great programmatic life, so
come here next year and say we are still let me talk about people for a while. As I
trying to understand. I think we finally got always say when I talk about the people in
it, I think wereaJly understand. I think in the this school, I am still struck by how able
first time i"Q. the \aw schoo\' s history , how the)' are, how co\\egia\ the)' are, and on the
this place operates financially. With that whole how hardworking they are. 1am very
understanding we can begin trying to do high on the people. Wbich is not by any
stretch ofthe imagination my appraisal of
something useful about it.
I have mentioned the state and the the people everywhere I have been.
Applicants this year: our applicants
university's current financial crisis. It is
this
year are up twenty-eight percent, even
absolutely no fun to deal with, it is lousy
for morale, it reduces my inherent boyish though, unlike Washington and Lee, we
cheerfulness when I have to deal with it. I have not stopped charging a forty dollar
don 'tknow how you recruit [qualitypeople] fee for application and we have not yet
when the state says you cannot have a gone into the business of letting people
raise for four years. That is not going to simply file electronically and check offall
happen in the real world, but it's not a the boxes [for] all the schools they'd like to
happy situation. It' s just something we apply to. We still do it the old way, and
have to get through. But, I don't want this even the old way we are up twenty-eight
to happen to us again ifwe can avoid it, and percent. As of yesterday we had three
the only way we can avoid it is to become thousand, three hundred and seventyless dependant on taxpayer support and four to date. They come from all fifty
basically support ourselves, which is pre- states, from D.C., from thirty-five foreign
ciselywhat the University ofVirginia Law countries. and six hundred and forty-five
School, the University of Michigan Law undergraduate schools. So, we are clearly
School - both state owned - do. You national and international in our appeal to
support yourself, frop tuition. from your applicants. It's a real hard year to get into
endowment, from your private giving, and this place. All sorts of people cannot
thus you shelter yourself from the ebbs believe, parents cannot believe, their
and flows , the inevitable ebbs and flows of friends and recommenders cannot believe
a state's financial life. It takes a little while that they haven't gotten in. It' s going to
to get to the point you can support your- be a real tough year, v;hich is horrible in
self, and I think we are still utterly depen- terms of the human carnage, but great in
dent for about twenty-five percent of our terms of the caliber of the students who ",111
budget on taxpayer support.
make up the body of next years class.
On the fundraising front, as I said,
I get compliments about the students
unless you are raising money for families all the time. I mentioned the site yisitors'
of those killed on 911 1, [this is not a good comments. Henry Kissinger yesterday,
time to be raising money.] It is my hope that after he spent an hour with eight-fi\"e stuwe will come through on annual gi\"ing dents emerged and said to me, he said, it
anyway. Weare about where we were last really was a good gtoup. Wehada William
year at this point on annual giVing, maybe and Mary alum. who is chiefjustice, of all
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done a really great job recently on the two places. I, of course, wanted to pick up
awards front, thc last couple of years. ten places. Weareinapodofschools. Last
Michelle Dickerson won the Walter L. year we were tired at thirty-four with Wa..ke
Williams teaching award. John Donaldson Forest. Wake Forest fell to thirty-six. So,
won the greatest award offered by the Wa..ke Forest went from thirty-four to thirtyuniversity as a whole, the Thomas six while we went from thirty-four to thirtywe
do
what
we
do
with
as
few
administraJefferson. John Levy is going to win a two. I am not suggesting that these rankings
things, the Connecticut Supreme Court, a
tors
as
we
have.
But
they,
too,
are
extraorhuge award called the Graves at gradua- mean anything, except for perception. Nmv
nineteen sixty-five grad. of the law schooI.
dinarily
able,
extraordina..rily
hardworking,
tion this year. Dave Douglas got a SCHEV we are tied with University of Georgia,
He came here and saw a number of stu[State Council of Higher Education for Florida, and University of California at
and
extraordinarily
committed.
It
is
just
denfs and also told me how nifty he thought
Virginia]
award, rare as hen's teeth, ex- Davis. Georgia, last year, was at h,·entysimply
amazing
to
me
that
we
get
the
they were. Just got a letter from somebody
amount
tremely
difficult
to get, especially for a law seven and it is now thirty-two, so Georgia
of
work
done
that
we
get
done
with
at theUniversity ofIndiana, professor at
the University ofIndiana law school who the number ofpeople we have to throw into professor. So our faculty has been very had a bad year. Florida and Davis were
had been here for one ofour symposia, and the breach. I am going to mention one \vell recognized. On the retirement front, thirty-two last year and are still thirty-two
he wrote to say, mainly to compliment the administrator only, though all of them John Levy [and] Elmer Schaefer are retir- this year, so they didn't go up or down. So,
law school on putting together such a should be, and that's Patty Roberts. Been ing, leaving huge holes behind, but we what tiny comfort we can take in this tiny
pod oflaw schools in \-vhich we seem to be
substantively interesting and well-orga- here a couple of years, really helped rein- hope they aren't going far.
On the scholarship front. 1 said it traveling, we went up, nobody else did,
nized conference. "I know you know you vigorate Legal Skills and the Academic
have a wonderful faculty," he also said Support program and has gotten involved before, teaching is absolutely central to and some took a real hit. Particularly bad
this law school, but so is scholarship. And year for Chapel Hill, which 1 think went
. (the conference was in the court room). ··1 in a host of other things.
And now faculty. Obviously the fac- I have got a lot of data that suggests our ti·om twenty-three to thirty-one. These
hope you also know you have a group of
terrific students. The numerous students ulty is at the center of our mission here. faculty.is really doing a remarkable job on rankings come and go and they don't come
who were responsible for the event did a There is absolutely no reason to have a the scholarship front. I won 't go through close to, in my opinion, even remotely
superb job." Deans, like fathers, enjoy school ifit doesn't have a powerful core of all this dara, but 1think it is important to hit retlecting the caliber of the human [fachaving people say nice things about their people to teach, think, and write. Ours the highlights. [Look at] a recent survey tors], but I think to some extent this law
students. 1 am not going to mention stu- does. Splendidly. It has been our unusual by a professor at the University of Texas school in the modem era has to rebuild its
dents by name much, there are so many 1 good fortune this year to have Bi!I Van law school, comparing various faculties' reputation. It had a great reputation before
would like to mention, but once you start Alstyne visiting with us, one of the truly generation ofbooks and articles, look[ing] the Civil War but, you know, that and a
down that path, you inevitably leave out great law professors of this time. Our great at books published by six of tl-je most nickel will get you a cup of coffee. It hasn't
[people worthy of mention.] But I do want good luck to lure Eric Kades into our midst highly regarded university presses: Ox- built a reputation yet comparable to its
to mention two people. One is Courtney as a new member, full time member of the ford, Cambridge, Chicago, Princeton, Yale, quality. That is enormously frustrating,
Malveaux who 1think has done an extraor- faculty next year. We succeeded on the and Harvard, and ten of the most highly but the way we are going to beat it, over
dinary job as SBA.President this year, the promotion and tenure front. John Duffy regarded law reviews, and ten peer review time I think, is to use our faculty scholarleader of the stud~nt body. He has, in my was promoted by the Board of Visitors to journals. In numbers of books, law re- ship that I mentioned, our Law Review,
opinion, got an unusually bright future. full professor with tenure. Professor Dwyer views, peer review journals, our faculty and law journals, to attract greater and
And I think there are all sorts of people in was given the Board's blessing to become ranks twenty-first in terms of scholarly greater audiences. Our students go out
the law school student body who do a associate professor. Walter Felton. Hardly productivity, tied with Duke and ahead of and do wonderful things across a whole
huge amount of wonderful things that had we gotten Walter back from an ex- Vanderbilt, Southern Cal, UNC, Illinois, range of endeavor and we just hang in
rarely get singled out and recognized for tremely seniorposition with the governor, Wisconsin, Boston University, and Wash- there relentlessly. But I think we do, on the
having done them , so 1. am going to -pluck wben fue General A.ssembly comes along ington and Lee. In other words, when it reputation front, we've got a problem.
one of these unsung heroes and mention and anoints him to be a judge on the comes to producing scholarship that is And I don't know that I can say this year
him because a blurb on him just fell into my Virginia Court of Appeals, which is a signal highly regarded, our faculty is doing a was better than prior years, but at least it
hands. This is written by one student distinction for Walter, wonderful for the remarkably good job. The range of schol- wasn ' t any worse. Wedid, in the USNews
about another student. Tyler Brass's dedi- Commonwealth, sad for the law school, arship is also very interesting. Just to pick and World RepQrt, go up from a three point
cation, initiative and creativity in running but we'll hang on to him and bring him back ten areas that are not inclusive by any four to a three point six, which is pretty
the PSF Gift Shop have shocked as well as in various cameo fashions. Four profes- means: antitrust, bankruptcy, contracts, good, in terms of the way lawyers and
awed . He has operated single handedly sors are coming back from leave next se- corporate law, constitutional law, criminal judgesthinkofus. So, we have alotofwork
and has tirelessly hunted down new mer- mester. Neal Devins, Linda Malone, Jim law and procedure, tort law, economics, to do on the reputation front, and wedon't
chandise designs, new suppliers, and new Moliterno, and Ronald Rosenberg are back. environmental law, tax law, international have a lot of financial resources to throw
display ideas. He has responded promptly Another group goes on leave next year. law. Also, we have done a great job on the at it. All right, one last thing. And let me
and professionally to the various alumni Dave Douglas, Charles Cook, Alan Meese casebook and treatise front [for amount of say what I think about the rankings. Like
boards that have come into the administra- will be back from Virginia, Kathy Urbonya, work] published in the· last year or two. I said, I don't think they reflect reality,
tion, h3s experimented with new publicity and Cynthia Ward. We will have at least Books in administrative law, environmen- except in this very important sense: they
techniques, including establishing a web three visiting professors here next year, tal law, criminal law, criminal procedure, get taken seriously be a lot of people who
page for the shop, allowing customers to maybe four. Our own Lan Cao will visit in constitutional law, suretyship. Ourfac- mean a lot to us, and therefore we have to
order items specially, and has been a per- the spring at the University of Michigan ulty keeps being invited to visit other take them seriously. My reaction to them
petual, smiling presence in the lobby this law school, John Duffy will visit in the places and even go work other places full now is they are just a big game. They are
year. Other volunteers to man the gift table spring at the University of Chicago law time, but also to . go and participate in a game that has rules . Some ofthose rules
were scarce. His efforts have brought in school, and Jayne Barnard has the prize- conferences, workshops, and make don't help us very much, but it is a game more money from the gift shop than has she will be at the University of Hawaii law speeches. In the last year [faculty were you learn how toplayitand you play it just
ever been brought in in recent memory. school. All these people are coming back invited to speak at] Beijing University in as well as you . can because you know
Tyler has done a great job, but so have a after they take their leave. Now, you might China, University of Chicago, Harvard, perfectly well that the score is going to
zillion other students. A wonderful group. say that's a lot of coming and going. I said UniversityofVirginia,Duke, University of matter. And while there is no earthly
Now a word on our extraordinarily commit- when I got here that's a lot of coming and Minnesota, Berkeley, Georgetown, N orth- difference between a lot of people with
ted and hardworking staff. I have seen a lot going. How come every time I look around western, University ofAuckland, Univer- different rankings, the body politic is gostaffs at a lot of places, but I have never someone is visiting or taking leave? You sity of Southern California among others. ing to perceive otherwise. So, we got to get
seen one more dedicated than ours. Again, don't do that in a law firm. How do you get The point is we have got a big time, highly as good a score as we can. Let me leave you
I am going to mention one person, indica- the job done? Well, it is absolutely typical productive faculty here. All right, so I with one last image. The law school world
tive of the whole, Helen Antinori, a main- of good law schools that you have a lot of would say on the people front, the human is an intensely competitive world. It competes for everything. It competes tooth
stay of our admission effort, [who has] leaves because leaves are crucial to schol- front, really good year.
Now we come to reputation, which and claw. One nice way of thinking about
been around the law school for at ieast arship, and you have a lot of visits. And
fifteen or sixteen years, and literally does it is wonderful to see the really gli.ttering leads of course to the black beast, US News what it is we are trying to do is make our
the work that two or more people are hired law schools who keep coming to lure our and World Report. 1 had really hoped 1 way up the huge powerful Mississippi
to do in other law school admissions of- people away. This sort of coining and would be able to stand here and pump my River from New Orleans up north to the
going is perfectly normal, even if it does fist in the air and say "Yes!", but it is not headwaters of American legal education
fices .
Next, administrators. Again, extremely leave people out on the line at various worth that. We went from thirty-four last where we were dominant in the late 18th
small in number. I don't know how on earth points. Talking about the faculty, we have year to thirty-two this year. We picked up century and early 19th century. We have
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been there before and we are struggling . also go to her partner in crime, her man
against a powerful current, a powerful behind the scenes, the wizard in Marshallcurrent, which means you cannot decide Wythe'sOz,EricNakano. Eric has single[you are going to stop, even for a moment, handedly been the one. and only
or you get washed back down river.] So, technologically literate person employed
we are on this boat, we are chugging up the by the paper, guiding us through all the
Mississippi. I think we had a remarkably myriad issues presented by a modern pubgood year, despite its extremely trying lishing empire operating on the most curdimensions, those that I mentioned in the rent fringes of mass media technological
front, and I think this place is moving.
publishing. Andmightl ad he also contributed some pretty damn fine journalism
himself over the years. And while I hardly
ever understood the techno-stuff he was
waxing upon, I still found it damn amusing.
So to the two ofyou two, I salute, twice!
Thank you for all you efforts. May ' the
future ofthe law school never have to hear
of the darkest hours of the paper from
whence you rescued it. It seems like a
lifetime ago that we were forced to run the
By Brian Miller
weekly pleas in the paper begging for
I'm going to devote my last little comer submissions of any kind so that we could
of this newspaper to raining praise and fill out a measly 12 pages. By comparison,
appreciation down upon a most-deserv- many ofthe issues this year were 16 pages
ing individual, my Editor-In-Chief Katie of gloriously cornucopia-like ramblings,
Riley. Ms. Riley (soon tobeMs. Nakano) pictures, news, advertisements, and other
is nearing the end ofhertenure in one of the essential time killers for those 1,2 and 3L
most thankless, yet essential positions law school classes I always seem to find
here at MarshallcWythe. And on behalf of myselfin.
myselfpersonally, and the entire law school
Finally before I sign offon this, my final
community in general, I would just like to submission to the Amicus, I would like to
thank you for your efforts and congratu- thank all of our successors at the Amicus
late you on the tremendous success you who will take the reigns next year and
have extracted from our humble little paper attemptto uphold, and l' m sure furfuer, the
over the last three years. For those of you 250 year history of this venerable paper,
who may not know, Katie 's career at the and to wish you all the best ofluck with the
Amicus began simultaneously with her paper and all that awaits you beyond the
tremendous involvement with the Insti- Burg'.
tute of Bill of Rights Law, which by all
And super-finally, to all [or both] of my
accounts was sometime during the very friends here in Williamsburg" that I have
first week of school way b&ck when we been fortunate enough to acquire during
wereallIL's. A modest start soon spiraled my three years here, I extend the same
or bloomed (depending on how you look sincere thank you for your knowledge and
at it) into being the rjght-hand woman for good humor. The subject is still open for
the former editor, Bob Ford, in our second debate as to whether I have enjoyed my
year. While the paper began to bear Katie's overall experiences here in law school, but
indelible mark that year, it became her full - many of the fantastically-gifted students
blown operation this year when she eased and faculty that I have had time to kill with
into the Editor-In-Chief position. I was and learn from here have at least made it
fortunate enough to work closely with plausible that I will one day look back
Katie throughout the year as a result of my fondly upon my law school experience.
being the Business Editor for the paper, From your self-restraint in not hurling spit
and I can ' t say enough about how much of wads at me during anyone of my 120,345
a pleasure it was to work with her. Always questions in our first year classes, to the
in good spirits, ready to laugh at the worst fun times we spent on the athletic fields in
of jokes, yet firm and businesslike in her competition, and the nights and early
desire to produce a quality product for we mornings we spent at the Leafe in inebriathe students. Each one of you one and tion, none have gone unnoticed, and all are
two-person organizations out there should appreciated. Best wishes and nothing but
personally thank Katie, because it was her success in the futures of the various memleadership that made sure each and every bers of the graduating class of 2002 . .. my
event that occurred in and around the law class, our class!
school got at least some coverage in the
paper, and more often than not, when she
couldn't find anyone willing to go sit
through a three-hour student-presented
lecture on the newest innovations in classaction suits on a gorgeous Friday afternoon, Katie herself would go and make
sure that the event was covered.
A good portion of this thank you must

Hail [and
Farewell] to
the Chief...

::
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Big Panic
By Peter Flanigan

Before starting this issue ' s column, I
would just like to revisit the Oscars without having to revisit Jennifer Lopez's hair.
I went a spectacular 8 for 24 with the most
stunning upset coming on Halle Berry' s
win for Monster 's Ball. She went from
"can't breathe excitement" to "I opened
doors for everyone" in about 5 seconds
(truly a better performance than Monster 's
Ball). The other big surprises came in the
guise of Jim Broadbent winning best supporting actor in Iris and Moulin Rouge
winning two awards (Best Art Direction
and Costume Design). Of course, there
·was no surprise that Hollywood "good
guy" Ron Howard finally won best director and Memento was shut out of its two
pity nominations. Overall, the awards
seemed to hinge more on hours of red
carpet coverage and lifetime achievement
awards than awarding golden statutes for
questionable performances. Is there any
wonder why Jodie Foster recently said
that the Oscars have just become a big
game ofBingo? The big thrill of the night
occurred watching Woody Allen making
up jokes on the fly about the awards ceremony. One can only hope the producers
took notice and will invite him back to
replace Whoopi.
When one thinks of women in taught,
psychological thrillers one cannot help
but conjure up Jodie Foster. Her strong,
asexual performances in movies such as
Silence of the Lambs and Contact put
Foster in a category of women who can
afford to take risks (as opposed to say Julie
Roberts whose only risk is what hair color
best compliments her smile). Unfortunately, Panic Room is too disappointing
to redeem any of its qualities.
Panic Room occurs over the course of
one night in a beautiful townhouse off
New York's Central Park. Foster and her
androgynous daughter (Kristen Stewart,
The Safety of Objects) immediately put
down an offer and move in. The house has
steel reinforced walls, video equipment
and rations (which of course means that it
will all be used in short order). The most
amazing thing about the house is that it
remained on the tight New York market for
a whole day.
The movie then builds from there with
Jodie Foster getting progressively drunk
and then the inevitable break-in by incompetent robbers. Forest Whitaker, Jared
Leto and Dwight Yokam play the criminals
rather adroitly. Whitaker is known for his
great indie-film performances such as
Ghost Dog and The O)'ing Game. Jared
Leto has also taken the indie-route by
rejecting his My So-Called Life roots and
playing in movies such as A men·can PS) 'cho
and Switchback. Dwight Yoakam is truly
the only let down among the criminals
simply because of his receding hairline.
Yoakam is a Queens ' bus driver whose
motivation is a complete mystery while the
only true mystery is who let him on screen
without even a comb over.

Apparently, director David Fincher
(Fight Club, Se 7en) wanted the entire film
shot in the dark but couldn ' t get the lighting quite right. It's unfortunate because
the movie would probably be better if you
couldn't see the predictable plot twists or
hear the gating sarcasm (after watching
this movie one wonders if there is any
civility even between mother and daughter). Foster and Stewart find the criminals
snooping around the house and rush to
the panic room and lock themselves .in.
The rriovie then devolves into panic room
musical chairs where Foster and daughter
are sometimes in the room, then thedaughter and criminals, then the daughter alone
etc., etc.
The movie then further spirals downward when Foster escapes the room and
starts to booby trap the house Macaulay
Culkin style. The most frustrating thing
about this movie was its potential. It had
great actors with a decent script and a
director who wasn't afraid of computer
generated Touch of Evil tracking shots.
Panic Room, despite leading the grosses
in its first two weeks,just fails into banality
and never obtains any lofty comment or
interest.
Early films were defined only by simple
stories where one shot equaled one scene.
D.W. Griffith developed multi-character
stories that intercut parallel action to inspire emotions just throug~ editing in classics such as Birth of a Nation and
Intolerance. Hollywood took this concept and did nothing with it for about 50
years until Robert Altman reinvented the
multi-cast parallel story form with Nash ville. Over the last few)'ears, viewers have
seen an increase in this type of storytelling

with The Player ,Magnolia, Celebrity and
Gosford Park.
Implementation ofthis formula has trickled more and more in recent comedies. This
structure can be seen in movies such as
American Pie, Rat Race and yes even in
Dude Where 's My Car? The. rich and
varied history of storytelling reaches a
mediocre result with Big Trouble. Big
Trouble, originally slated for a September
release, delayed its release until April 5
because of the events of September 11.
The reason for the delay becomes immediately obvious as the plot revolves around
a bomb, highjacked airplanes and Russian
terrorists.
The plot revolves around Tim Allen's
character, loosely based on Dave Berry
(who wrote the book the film adapted to the
screen). Along the way, he mixes up with
Tom Sizemore, Stanley Tucci, Janeane
Garofalo, Omar Epps and a hilarious Andy
Richter. While the basic movie falls flat on
the funny sC(ile and has Tim Allen's annoying commentary running throughout,
the film does have its moments.
Set in South Florida, the movie certainly gets in some good digs at the locales. From the rabid Gator fans oD. a radio
show to the eccentrics of the locale, director Barry Sonnenfeld (When Harry Met
Sa iM does some things right. As stated
before, Richter is a riot as twin security .
guards and there is a great line: "Tell me
about this [Geo] Metro. So, you' re divorced?"
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he urged law students to consider careers
Rene Russo mails in another perfor- in public service. He warned that a trend
mance as a disenfranchised housewife has developed for citizens outside the
while Tom Sizemore and Johnny Knoxviile legal profession to run for local, state, and
(Jackass: The Movie in production now! ) national political offices. As a result, legcollect their paychecks while looking like islatures mandate harsher sentences for
greased pigs. As with Panic Room, Big crimes because people outside the profesTrouble has the location and the actors to sion frequently are unable to appreciate
make it a decent film. Yet, as with many the implications of their decisions. He foHollywood movies today, it fails because cused on the three strikes statutes. He also
of the script and any lack of ambition on a discussed how fiscal decisions today deprive future generations of incoming tax
producer's part.
which will affect government
dollars,
The multiple story lines are just win- .
spending
years from now.
dow dressing for one central story and one
can't help but wish they would more fully
About sixty faculty, attorneys, and
explore any character other than Tim Allen.
One can't help but think that while se- students, from BLSA and other student
verely editing the film to lessen the paral- organizations, attended the banquet, held
lels to September 11 L\ some worthy material in University Center. During the banquet,
hit the cutting room floor. Perhaps the accomplishments ofBLSA and its members were recognized. One of the most
reason Hollywood doesn't do manyparalsignificant accomplishments was William
leI editing movies is because they have to
&
Mary's BLSA chapter' s winning the
be done well or fall hard.
Mid-Atlantic Regional BLSA Community
Service Chapter A ward. Robinson, who
Kimball Theatre: Himalaya April 12-15;
intends to practice in civil rights law, spearLiam April 16-18; Amelie April 19-21 ;
headed much of the community service
Hedwig and the Angry Inch April :22-25;
work that led to the award.
Lantana April 26-30.
Favorite New Legal Show: The Guardian
(ABC): I was a huge fan of The Practice
before I went to law schoo!. Now I have
found a show that applies real legal principles and real ethical issues. Tuesdays at

9.

BLSA
Finishes a
Great Year
By Sarah Kinsman

The Black Law Students Association
capped a successful year with the annual
Oliver Hill Scholarship banquet on Mar.
23. For the first time, the Oliver Hill Scholarship, named for the late prominent Virginia attorney and civil rights leader, was
awarded from an endowed fund. To be an
endowed scholarship, a fund must stand
at a particular dollar threshold.
This year's recipient was 2L Daymen
Robinson, to whom the announcement
was a big surprise. So much of a surprise,
in fact, that when Dean W. Taylor Reveley,
III was about to announce the winner,
Robinson was poised to take a photograph of the winner's big moment.
The keynote speaker was Rep. Robert
C. "Bobby" Scott (D), who represents
much ofthe Peninsula, and was the second
African-American from Virginia and first
African-American since Reconstruction
to be elected to Congress. In his speech,

During this term, he served as Chair of
the BLSA Community Service Committee.
One of the events leading to the BLSA's
award involved a weeklong voterregistration drive in Williamsburg last fall. Robinson
worked closely wi.th the local chapter ~f
the NAACP to encourage unregistered
voters in Williamsburg to exercise their
right to vote. He devoted over 15 hours of
his time scheduling volunteers and canvas sing area grocery stores in an effort to
register residents.
Robinson also organized a campaign to
support cancer research last semester by
encouraging the community at William &
Mary Law School to participate in the
Leukemia and Lymphoma Society's annual "Light the Night Walk." He dedicated
20 hours to this fundraising campaign and
raised over $675 to support the
organization's mission to provide research
support, government advocacy, and community outreach to cure and care for persons afflicted with leukemia and lymphoma.
He also organized BLSA's arumal
Thanksgiving Food Basket and Coat Drive
in effort to provide basic necessijes for
Williamsburg's poor and homeless. His
efforts raised over $400 dollars in cash and
goods, which were distributed to local
churches, group homes, orphanages, and
senior citizen communii' es.
BLSA's motto at William & Mary is,
"Preserving our Past and Securing our
Future." Robinson's public service work
reflects that ethos. A great deal of
Daymen1s public service work assists
needs of children in our community. This
February, he dedicated eight hours to
Woodrow Wilson High School as a volun-

teer wrestling instructor. During this academic year, he devoted 32 hours of to the
Knowledge Mentor Group; it travels every
month to Lafayette High School to encourage students to seek higher education as
well as assisting the LSAC Recruitment
Program at William & Mary, which specifically targeted minority high school students as candidates for undergraduate
and graduate studies. Daymen also organized students at William & Mary to participate in "Harvest Day" in Williamsburg.
Harvest Day uses arts and crafts as a
vehicle to promote learning among children.
Robinson has gotten a start on his
career as a public service attorney. After
first year, he was an intern with the Department for the Rights of Virginians with
Disabilities, a state advocacy and protection ag.ency that handles discrimination
claims for individuals with disabilities. This
summer, he will work with the EEOC in
Norfolk.
BLSA also gave Professor John Levy
an award for his contributions and support
ofBLSA over the years. Colin Miller provided the audience with some opening
remarks about Professor's Levy' s work in
the community and the impression he
leaves upon students and his colleagues
in the legal profession.

Survival of
the Fittest
By Shannon Hadeed
G d
ear 0 ,
Urn, .. . yeah, what's up with the weather?
You're hot, you're cold, you're .. . meno-

D

pause? I'm yes, well , so confused and
stressed I have toothbrushes hidden everywhere in my house so that I don't forget
to brush. I haven't gotten to the insomniac
phase offinals yet, but I can 'tremember the
last time I slept or anything else for that
matter, so maybe I have.
Constitutional law. It is worth five credits so maybe I should say it again to give it
the appropriate weight that it deserves.
Coonnssttittuuttiioonnaa11 LLAA WW.
Who are these comics that call themselves
Supreme Court judges? I think you should
tell them who's really boss because a lot of
. times I think they forget. Is the Supreme
Court a synonym for a nine-headed beast
with three tails (majority, dissent, and
swing)? Scalia sure does have fun. Is he
the poetic anti-Christ? You don't have to
tdl me now; I guess I'll find out later.
What's with all the pretenses ofprecedents
and stare decisis? They don't use pre~e
dent; it's more like quote support. In fact,
it's more like quote support from a freshman
term paper, out of context and nowhere near
it's original meaning. Really, you can tell
me, are the Supreme Court judges in cahoots with the guys who wrote the Federal
Rules ofCivil Procedure? Because they do
a greatjob oftaking something thatI thought
made sense (the Constitution) and turning
it into a shapeless, purposeless mass of

II
words, the legal version of the swamp
thing. How can they stand to look at
themselves in the mirror each day with a
straight face? They must only do it with
rational scrutiny, because with strict scrutiny I think they might see the fraud that is
stare decisis.
It's like the Supreme Court uses some
kindofJedi mind trick on the constitution.
" We will decide whatever we please and
to heH with everything else. We wiI! reinvent and torture the Constitution until it
serves our devious purpose, until it bends
to our will, until it sees it our way, itwillsay
what we say it does." I am fine with that,
really, but Igetthe feeling it's not what my
professor would like to see on my exam.
I enjoy the class discussions, but I
have the feeling that if we were in a bar
room setting there would be a brawl. If we
were in a cafeteria there would be a food
fight. If we were in the Harry Potter school
for wizards ... well it's a good thing my
fellow classmates can't breathe fire orplace
any really good curses because I don 't
think there would be anybody left. Maybe
it isn'tsuchagood thing, what is the curve
for a one person class? I didn't mean that.
I take it back. Forgive me. And another
thing, I haven't started my outline for con
law yet, and everyone keeps asking me
how it's going. I am beginning to think it's
a conspiracy and they all know it's not
going anywhere and j ust ask me to make
me paranoid. Well, it's working.
In addition, in order to hide my inability
to find or get anywhere near the ball, I have
begun to lie about the various stages of my
outlines. I even go into detail. "Dh,mycon
law outline? Just the case we did today and
I'm done." I try and intimidate my fellow
classmates by bringing a really big backpack to school so they think I'm studying
way more than they are. And I carry large
binders with tons ofblank paper in them so
that everybody thinks I have something
they don't. Is this how lawyers get started?
Is this the real learning that occurs? Yeah,
I told you it might be too late to save me
now.
Contracts again. Three credits. I used
to think parol evidence was what they
used to get people out of jail for a short
period. Now I know it's to keep people
from meaning what they say and keeping
their word. It just reinforces my original
theory; do not take anyone on his or her
word ever. Even your brother. Especially
your emp loyer. Never your mother-in-law.
Dh, and the perks of being famous don ' t
stop at lots of ~ealth and power (those
dirty nasty material things I'm not interested in). Their services fall under the
"special" section in the employer contracts. Which means, if you don't keep
them happy so they stay with your company you may have to pay them anyways
(way to go Shirley Maclaine). And why is
there a picture of a pensive cow in my book
again? Something about being dead meat
or being a breeder, the details beyond that
are bit fuzzy. But why pensive? Why not
perplexed? Why not playful? Why not
pregnant? Why not pissed? I would be
pissed if my options in life were to breed or
be meat. Howabout proud? The cow really
pulled one over on its owner, not bad for

i
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just a meathead. What do pensive cows
think about? Where will I go if it rains?
• Who is that big stud over there? How can
I meet him? Wait, I have heard thatconversation at Marshall Wythe.
Criminal Law is about how bad people get
away with doing bad things and good
people go to jail for being stupid. And boy
'are there some really dumb criminals. For
example, how could you not know if there
is 300 pounds of pot in your car? And bad
liars. I think, in fact, it must be a prerequisite to being a criminal; you must not be
able to lie well (hey, did you do that?). For
example, the convicts who escaped out of
prison because the conditions were bad,
not because they wanted to escape. Yeah,
we believe that one. Or how about the
metheamphatime lab rat who said he didn't
want to make any speed (even though he
already had on several occasions); the
government just made it so easy he had to.
And didn't the crime of passion excuse go
out of fashion after Cain and Able? But I
really like the defense of necessity. Itmay
come in handy if! have to resort to desperate measures to get my outlines done or
just get outlines or whatever it may take to
pass my exams. Go ahead, ask me about my
crilT'..inal procedure outline; I promise it will
not escalate to violence, extortion, or assault.
I hate to say this, but if you' re going to
get punished the same for attempting to do
a crime, you might as well at least get to do
it. You know, if you have a reputation for
being a slut youmighras well get to . ... you
know. But wait, do you punish the same
too? I am beginning to forget. This is how
the beginning of the end looks for angels
like me, huh? I must say, the whole thing
just saddens me. There is a reason why
justice is blind, and it is not because she
applies an e'·en hand to everyone. It is
because sometimesjustice is blindly given
and sometimes it is blindly denied, just
depending on the day. Not who you are or
what you did. I think you might want to
look into this matter. It doesn 't seem as
though you are paying enough attention
to the way the system works.
Property. Two credits = two lines. Does my
constitutional right to free expression include an ugly house and a nude sculpture
in my front yard? Depends on my neighbors.
Writing on to Law Review? Those
nasty little Federal Rules of Civil Procedure people brainwashed the bluebook
authors as well. I think they did a better job
than they expected, because I doubt they
even understand it. Yes, I have found hell
on earth and it is called bluebooking on an
endless loop. So, that prestigious position
on law review will just have to go to the
other 200 classmates of mine who will be
killing themselves over id. 127 US see
supra Santan's CURSE. ,note 5 and II. )
Good luck people. Have fun. I will be in the
Bahamas. God remember, you promised

tration stressed the likelihood that out-ofstate students would be able to establish
Virginia residency and get in-state tuition
after a year. But, with the horror stories
I've heard aboutthe residency application
(the flat out denials, the multiple attempts,
the continued denials) some students are
thinking of their out-of-state tuition as
their "class gift" to the school (and the
state of Virginia).

me a break.
Yes, well here is the part where I start to
beg. Please God give me good grades.
Please give me the will power to study 20
hours a day; the endurance to live without We' ll Never Be UV A
food or sleep or sanity for at least three
weeks; the memory to remember how stuff
Marshall-Wythe will never be UV A.
goes and What other stuff is about. I am With our small endowment and our small
beginning to lose it. Who has the ball? I alumni pool (we might be the oldest law
needitNOW. Where'stheball? Where's school in the nation, but there was a huge
the ball? Where's the ball? Where 's the gap there in the middle), we ' ll neverbe able
ball? Where's the ball? \Vhere's the bal!? to catch up to the top schools in terms of
Where's the ball? Where 's the ball?
wealth. Instead of trying to compete on
Lots of Repentance,
. those impossible levels, we should emBegging and pleading,
phasize our strengths. I decided to attend
Yours truly (oh god what is my name Marshall-Wythe for five reasons: the Inagain?)
stitute ofBill ofRights Law, the Legal Skills
Program, the lack of cut-throat competitiveness amongst students, the Citizen
Lawyer theme, and the attraction of living
in a theme town. (Eric also came for the
Courtroom 2 1 program.) Needless to say,
upon arrival some of these weren'tas good
as advertised. A lot of our school's special
programs
are
underfunded,
undersupported, and disorganized. These
programs are on the verge of greatness,
but without more money, a greater size,
and more professionalism, they aren't living up to their full potentials. Forexample,
how can we have an Institute of Bill of
Rights Law with DIlly two part-time em-p\o),ee,,;? Ana although we might have
By Katie Ri\ey
been one of the Erst schools to create a
This is the final issue of the Amicus in Legal Skills program, now we're just one '
the final weeks of my law school experi- among many. The same is true for the
ence, and since I am no longer officially • Courtroom 21 program. Although once
Editor-in-Chief, I feel free to share my [mal looked to as the single example of a technologically-advanced courtroom, now
thoughts about Marshall-Wythe.
other law schools are creating their own
futuristic courtrooms and Marshall 3L Class Gift
Wythe's uniqueness has been underVery few class gift pineapples have mined.
Since Marshall-Wythe can never be
gone upon the walls of the lobby, and I've
heard lots of reasons why people aren't UV A, we must focus on our strengths; we
giving. First of all, the economy sucks. A need to be a sort of specialty law school,
good percentage of graduating 3L' s don 't a unique, creative and supportive haven in
have jobs and/or are worried about their a sea of competition. We shouldn't try to
immediate futures. I, like others, have a compete on the same level, letting bigger
lead on a job, but don't know for sure schools and school rankings dictate what's
where it's headed. Plus, the bar and BARI important to us. Our specialty programs
BRI (explain to me again why California's and our special. values (Citizen Lawyer,
BARIBRI costs over $23(0), the $1 03 gradu- non-competitiveness) should compete for
ation gown rental, moving expenses, and us, but in order to do so, we must equip
finding a new place to live (and Eric and I these p::-ograms to compete.
are getting married this November) are
putting big strains on our bank accounts. Speaking ofNon-Competiti\·e ...
I appreciate that the the first part of the
One major complaint I've had with my
class gift pledged isn' t due until next summer, but I don't know where I'll be then. law schoo l experience is the
Second, a lot of students are dissatisfied adminis~ation ' s and faculty's favored
with their law school experiences. (I'll treatmen t of the top 10% of the class. For
share my ovm dissatisfaction a little later in me and the rest of the lower 90%, it seems
the article.) Third, a lot of us don't like that the school puts all its hopes in the
being told we have to give more to the futures of the top 10% with the thought
school. We ' ve already given for three that they will be the only ones qualified to
years: three years of tuition and three make a name for the school. Let me explain
years of running clubs andjoumals. One with the example of judicial clerkships.
unique complaint I've heard is that upon Members of Law Review are invited to a
applying to Marshall-Wythe, the 'adminis- special meeting each year with professors

Suggestions for
the
Improvement
of MarshallWythe
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who 've formerly held clerkships to encourage the students to apply for federal
c1erkships. (For some reason unknown to ·
me, clerkships in state courts are never
encouraged.) The rest of us are simply
notified that OCPP has some directories
and materials on finding a clerkship. I've
also heard stories that when one of the
bottom 90% asks a professor to write a
letter of recommendation for a clerkship,
the professor dishearteningly notes that
the student will probably not get the position. (I won· t even go into the many horror
stories I've heard offaculty and administration making disparaging comments
when a student comes to him or her frustrated about not finding a job or fmstrated
by the stress oflaw school generally.) So
why do I complain? Some of us in the
bottom 90% will still make something of
ourselves despite the fact we weren't on
Law Review and despite the fact we didn't
win some moot court tournament. Some of
us will overcome our law school "stupidity" to do great things, bringing publicity
to Marshall-Wythe in the process. But the
question I pose to the faculty and administration is this: when we, the bottom 90%,
become judges, politicians, alld lawlirlll
partners and someone asks us about our
law school experience, would you rather
we say we felt supported or ignored by
Marshall-Wythe? Unlike our small endowment, alumni satisfaction is one of
those law school rankings criteria that
Marshall-Wythe can control.
In the End, No Regrets
\ can' t say \' m totaH), satisfled wi.th m)'
years at Marsha\\-W ythe, but I don't think
\' d becompkte\)' hap"?), anywhere. (,Man)'
of you have heard my high school story of
suing my school district. Here's a quick
synopsis for those who haven't and are
('urious: As president of my high school
civics club, when all the clubs were invited
by the school to paint mura ls in the
school's hallways depicting our clubs, my
club designed a mural symbolizing free
speech and debate with a burning American flag and citations to Texas \'. Johnsoll
and the First Amendment. The school's
principal a!1.d school board did not approve the design, but with the help of the
Northern California ACLU we successfully sued the school district to paint the
mural.) I wouldn't have come to MarshallWytheifitdidn 'thave its strengths. Ihaye
giyen to the class gift (a fairly insignificant
amount), and I will continue to support my
alma matter, but with that in mind, I hope
the administration and faculty take my
complaints to heart. There's always room
for improvement.
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I Should Be
Going
By Char Rieck
Springtime here kills me. It doesn't kiil
me the way it kills some people (you know
the ones who are \Nalking arotL.'1d doped up
on allergy medication, sniffling, or just
cursing under their breath about the
amount ofpollen), but it still kills me. E\eI)'
year the temperature outside tends to .be
inversely proportional to my level of motivation. So those of you, whom have
followed the rapid erosion of my attention
span this semester, can only imagin e v,,' ha t
I'm going through right now. I should be
put in a cage for my own safety. Will
someone please let me go outside and
PLAY!!!!!!
ButtheAdministration won't let me. They
say I actually have to take my three finals.
They call these draconian rules "academic
requirements." They won't negotiate either. I offered my 3L gift and all future
donations in exchange for four passing
grades and my diploma... Yeah, they
weren't biting ... tyrants. So I decided instead to compose this call to arms . I hereby
solicittheaid ofall 3Ls (I mean itlhis time,
not like with the superlative ballots). Help
me to persuade the administration that for
U!\ (assuming for a moment, that I'm in the
majoricy here, which is of course debatable), exams are not evaluating us, they are
punishing us, and we don't deserve it. I
mean forthe love ofGod, look atwhat some
of us are thinking about when we should
be studying ...
The U.S. Navy is using the movie Behind
Enemy Lines in a recruiting spot. Is recruitmentthatdown that they are stealing ideas
from "The Simpsons"? You know the
episode: Bart joins a boy band, they have
a concert on a battle cruiser, "Yva Neht
Nioj."
By the way,just for the record, I have NOT,
repeat NOT, been drinking ... yet.
Far be it from me to intrude into the turf of
Pete Flanigan, but I have to comment on
the Oscars. Yes, I was very bappy that my
girl,JenniferConnellywon. I was however,
extremely disappointed that only half of
her showed up to accept the award. For
those who don't know what I mean, rent

Career Opportunities ,
WARNING - A SINCERE MOMENT Before I go too far, being that this is my last
column, I have to thank Katie Riley, the
editor of this fine collection ofjournalistic
stuff. In October I e-mailed her my column
(late) and warned her that is was a thousand words on nothing. She published it
anyway, and my outlet from this spiritnumbing place was born. I've had fun .
MOMENTOVER-THANKYOUFOR
YOURPATIENCE.
The best joke I've heard all week: The
Detroit Tigers.

I cannot be the only one who thinks the
basketball hoop should remain on the patio indefInitely.
I thought about making this last column a
sort of ode to the . burg, but then I realized
that the main prob lem with paying tribute
to \Villiamsburgis. , .thatit's Williamsburg.
Then I thought there must be something
I'll miss about this p lace, but struck out
there toe. So instead, here is a list of things
that make \Villiamsburg "different": The
fact that every state sends their worst
ciriYers here for vacation; a cobblestone
express\vay ; colonial people: organized
crime controls the prices at the pancake
houses (like 50 of them and still $7 for
breakfast that's not how a marker economy
is supposed to work) : a professional roller
hockey team (who knew); 7,600 students,
3 bars, roughly 5,000 police officers.
I had to go to Blow Hall today ... heh, I said
"Blo\v."
Speaking of juvenile humor, National
Lampoon's Van Wilder reaffirmed forme a
couple eternal truths. First,jokes involving someone's bowels are always funny
(think Finch in American Pie) . Second,
Tara Reid is a TERRIBLE actress, TIle fact
that she was in The Big Lebowski only
goes so far in redeeming her.
Yes Ramon, Parking Services does .. . wait,
I have a $45 ticket on appeal. .. never mind.
1 just played my 1asl intramural hockey
game. I know it was my last because it was
the
playoffs,
and
we
lost .. . stupid ... undergrads ... dumb refs.
After two years of playing on teams that
were pretty bad, we finally get a good team
together and a cheap goal beats us. The
deciding goal was scored by a guy who
had been in the crease so long the post
office was forwarding his mail there. Stupid refs. We're feeling a little like the
Buffalo Sabres right about now.
Speaking of intramurai sports, they are
probably the only things 1am going to miss
about being in schooL That and my day
not starting until after noon, and not having to wear a suit everyday, and my student discount, and ... well O.K., maybe
they're not the only things I'm going to
miss, but I am stillgoing to miss them.
For Graduation, during our procession in,
is there a traditional song that is played? If
not can we choose? My vote, of course,
The Clash, "I Fought the Law," After that
can we getpyro? I'm thinking about a big
WWF style entrance. Or how about if we
come running in through where tIe football team does to ACIDC or something?
Give me one good reason why this wouldn't
work. Our hangovers. O.K. Give me two,
(I really have to stop talking to myself.)
Do you see what you're doing to' me?
Make it stop, PLEASE make it stop. I
should be going.

The Good,
The Bad,
and the Ugly
by Chgr Rieck

Just a fe\v comments before I hand these
ba? boys ouL First, these people are listed
for one of two reasons. Either they received more votes than others in the categoryorIjustthought it was funny. Second,
yes I took a couple of categories out.
Finally, judging by some of the responses
I got some of you people are mean.
Most Likely to Succeed: Mike Dry
Class Clown : James Hess
Cutest Couple: They ' re al I so cute, aren 't
they? Does it really matter who a survey
says is the Cutest, can that really be measured??? (O.K . .. sothetruth is that! don't
know the "specifics" ofthewinningpair's
relationship and would feel uncomfortable
divu 19ing their "secret" in a forum such as
this, so sue me.)
NeverShuts Up: Brian Miller, Brook RoIka,
CarlyVanOrman
Most Argumentative (remember, we're
lawyers, this is a good thing): Shannon
McClure, Bill Slaven
Best View from Behind: April Thompson,
Corey "BigPlay"Gay (who I am pretty sure
voted for himself )
Class Partier: John Coughlin and Kari
Footland (on a related note, these two also
won least likely to be able to live down their
first year reputations.)
Most Athletic: A imee Dismore
Best Dressed: Wes Alexander, Amy
Lamoureux, Lesley Robertson
Cutest: Jen Luers, Hoily Shaver Bryant
Most likely to ...
Never take the Bar: Jeff Friedman, Louis
CampbelL Matt Bingham, Ann Maury
Smith
TaketheBarmorethan once: KariFootIand
(Don't kill the messenger)
Be late for the Bar: Liz Speck, Laura
Byrum
Finish the Bar early: Heather Lueke
Never leave the bar: Pete Raupp, Sandy
. Mastro
Be held in contempt of Court: Eddie
Wipper, Anne Dowling
Be court-martialed: Tom Brzozowszki,
Crystal Jennings
Be named a defendant in a Sexual Harassment case: Christine Parker (it's called
irony people. To whomever nominated
me, goodjob, you've obviously been paying attention.)
Be acast member on "Tough Enough 3":
Sarah Sarty and Seth Askins (Seth also
wins most likely to be prevented from
fulfilling the aforementioned destiny by
hiswife.)
Be a cast member on "Law and Order":
The Thibodeaus
Be the subject of a National Enquirer
Story: Dennis Schmieder, Stephanie
Fichter
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Argue in front of the Supreme Court:
Scott Maule, Jammie Jackson, Sandy
Mastro
Confuse a professor by showing up to
class: Olga Brand, Wendy Alexander,
Matt Mooney, Randy McClure (Don't get
mad at me ... its not like the faculty didn't
know already.) Honorable Mention: The
entire 2L Class.
Call a 60 hour week "taking it easy": Kim
Marinoff
Be "caught" in the supply room atthefIrm
. Christmas party: Greg Bane, Stephanie
Fichter
Stay in school. .. foreyer: Erin O·Callagha.!1,
Stuart Wetchler
Be com'icted of road rage: Jason Sayers,
Ramon Rodriguez, Bill Slaven ("Monster
Truck Style")
BethetargetofaGrandJury: Mike Dry
(he may run an multi-national organization, but it'll be an eeeeviiiIl multi-national
organization)
Run away: Christine Bourne, Simon
Cheung
Start a cult: Eric Nakano
bea lawyer for"the family" : Jon "Virmy"
Arena
Run for public office: Courtney Malveaux,
Mike Lacy, Kari Footland
Be run out of public office: Courtney
Malveaux
Be the next Grisham, Tun'ow, etc.: Olga
Brand, Me (Oh, my God!! (tear) I can't
believe it. 1'd like to thank my fans and all
the people w h.:J voted for me, my agent. my
lawyers ... )
Be the next Tony LaRussa: Brian Miller
Succeed Hugh Hefner: Greg Bane, Taylor
Revely (who also wins best faculty nickname for "Big Smooth"), Katie Riley (I fmd
it only fitting that Katie continue to run a
publication of which no one reads the
articles.)
Be a public interest lawyer: Reeo Thomas,
Tim Enuy, Dan Bartoli
Be a soccer mom! Little League coach:
Jamie Desciak, T0111 Edman
Become an "Adult" entertainer: Corey
"Big Play" Gay (\,,;on't even have to change
his name for the industry he's headed for. )
Most likely ro leave the law for ...
The Beach: SamFranck
Politics: Courtney Malveaux
Hollywood:'Cameron Lynch, Carly Van
Orman
Madison Avenue: Kara Steele
The Road: Tim Kollas, Elizabeth Sanger
Religion: Henry Burt, Amy Demski
Anywhere but here: Miles Uhlar
Most "unique" in-class habit: Prof Van
Alstyne jumping up and down while wearingmotorcycle boots, Dan Fortune's "Victory Dance", Judge Zepkin pronouncing
"Taiehm" and "Sherf', Carly Van Orman
leaving class and not returning, Chad
Carder's computer (the gymnast), Brian
Miller's lounging routine, Bill Slavin's preresponse hair flip, Prof. Devins, "Right,
right, right", Mike Dry's regular attendance
Best in Class quote:
"Suppose I'm
not married to the defense attorney, but
there's something going on there .. .Is that
unethical?" - Jen Worley; "why are you
looking at me like that???" Carly VanOrman
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to Professor Selassie; " What WAS it?"
Carly again, trying to get Prof. Marcus to
divulge a perverted sexual practice in a
case in the news ; "I really did not like
teaching this class" Professor Selassie ' s
closing comments on the last day of Contracts; ''I'm Neil Devins, not to be confused with the "the other Neil" -Con Law;
"You 're all Fascists!!" - Leah Wade in
Criminal Law; "That is perhaps the stupidest answer I have ever heard" - Professor
Deyins responding to a student first year;
"Concede Nothing! !" Professor Duffy; "I
don't speak english." A student's response after being asked a tough question
in Professor Urbonya ' s Con Law class ; "I
know you have a specific answer your
looking for but Ijust don't have it." Terry
Olsen to Prof Selassie in Contracts. "'Do in'
the Pidgeon', which despite its title is
obviously a song for children" Doug Levy
denying the presence of sexual innuendo
within the album "Seasame Street Fever"
in Entertainment Law.

To Future
Generations:
By Paul M. Zagar
Assuming the situation was similar,
the class of200 1 failed the current3L class.
We were blindsided by the $100 rental fee
for our graduation gowns. Many of us
walked up to the table in the lobby with the
intention o f both renting a gown and signing up for the SBA barbeque. We walked
away shocked out of our kebobs.
I do not want to perpetuate the failure
of last year's graduating class to warn the
subsequent graduating class.
My advice to the 2L ' s:
Several months before graduation vote
on a graduation color. Next, buy bathrobes of that color. From a distance. they
look like go"ms. You will each save at least
S80. The robes will provide years of use
after graduation.
TorheIL's:
Ifla",' school isn 't turning out the way
you hoped, seriously consider the gown
rental business. Entry is easy. Rectangular pieces of cloth with a hole cut in each
and Monica Lewinsk-j surplus tams with a
tassel pasted on top are ail you need.
Wishing you the best.

To the staff
of The

Journal of
Women & the
Law By Kari Lou Frank
Editor-in-Chief
William and Mary Journal ofWomen
&theLaw
What a year this has been! Before this
academic year comes to an end, I wanted
to thank you all for the exceptional work
you have done this year. It would not be
possible to produce a quality publication
without each of you and your contributions to the publication process. We have
had an incredibly busy and successful
year, and I hope that being on The Journal
has been a useful and rewarding experience.
There were many "firsts" this year. It
was the first time we participated in ajointwrite-on competition with the other journals . It was the Erst time we celebrated
Women's History Month. It was the fIrst
time we had a comprehensive handbook
for our staff(including a time-saving diskette for Articles Editors). For the first
time, we are selecting notes for next year,
so that the incoming board will not have to
select notes from their own class. With
these "firsts" came many successes. Our
symposium was a critical success, with
one of the timeliest topics (female juveniles in the criminal justice system) and
some of the most renowned speakers v;e
have had in years. We brought Women's
History Month to the law school, and had
two incredible speakers with thought proyoking topics. All of these events were
well attended and well recei\'ed by the law
school community. I hope that the progress
we made this year continues in the coming
years.
In addition to publishing and bringing
speakers to the law school. we endeavored
. to become more. connected to the law
school community. We wanted to do more
to show our appreciation to you, The Journal staff. From bagel breakfasts. to lunches.
to sodas in the fridge, we tried to bridge the
gap between the Executive Board and the
rest of our staff. At the yery least, I hope
that all of you felt a part of something this
year, and I can 't thank you enough for
your work and dedication to The Journal.
We also wanted to do more to foster
our relationships with students, faculty;
andthecommunityasawhole. Weparticipated in the BLSA Thanksgiving basket!

Depression

food drive competition. We tried to create
stronger ties with the 1L class and with the
faculty, through keeping people abreast
of our activities, and through simple gesBy Heather Lueke
tures, such as giving candy canes to the
1L' s and. the faculty before winter break.
. I have wanted to address the topic oflaw
Most of all, we made quality a priority in school and mental health for a long time now
our choice of journal members, articles, and haven't. But some friends of mine have
and notes . We have made hard decisions convinced me that r d be doing a service to
this year, where we put the integrity of The other students if! shared my experience.
Jo urnal above easy and more "standard"
Like Leah, in the fall of2000, I was diagdecisions. This year we hada smaller staff, nosed with severe depression. For weeks,
but you have done a quality job, one that I was nearly incapacitated by this illness.
has paid off in quality publications. The Forget going to class, I couldn't even get
articles in this year's issues are already out ofbed. This was more than the usual law
receiving attention, even before the hard- school stress , though it was probably trigcopies of the issues have reached us!
gered in pan by that stress. I finally went to
As a soon-to-be-graduating Editor-in- Health Services on main campus and they
Chief, I know I am leaving Th eJoumal in put me on anti-depressants and sent me to
talented and capable hands . With the a counselor. This experience highlighted for
continued support of Dean Reveley, Pro- me the severe lack of mental health awarefessor Jayne Barnard (our faculty advi- ness within the law school community.
sor), and Edith Simms (our administrative
Main campus has a counseling center
assistant), The Journal of Womell & the that treats all Wil liam and Mary students,
Law will continue to reach new levels of including law students, but we rarely even
excellence and national prominence. Serv- see flyers advertising their services. Being as your Editor-in-Chiefand working cause we are isolated from main campus by
on The Journal for three years has been an geography, perhaps the school should think
incredibly rewarding experience. I would about bringing the counseling to us . In our
encourage all of the rising 2L's to try out first year, a speaker came to address the
for the journals; I guarantee that you will topic of attorneys and alcoholism. This was
reap the benefits of journal membership definitely a step in the right direction by
for years to come. I would encourage The making public a very pervasive and private
Journal stafffor 2002-03 to continue the problem within our profession. But why
quality work that you have done this year, haven't we heard about the rate of depresand to seek out new ways to improve The sion among lawyers and law students?
Journal. Finally, I would encourage the According to the Canadian Mental Health
faculty to take renewed notice of all the Association, lawyers are three times more
amazi.ng things that are created and pro- likely to suffer from depression than the
duced in the basement of this law school. general population. It is the second most
Good luck and best wishes to all of leading cause of behavior \eau\ng to U\SC\you, and I look forward to hearing about plinary complaints, drug abuse being the
the continued success of The William and first. Law students are more likely to seek
Mar), Journal of Women & the Law.
counseling or anti-depressant drugs than
any other type of graduate student.
It is also time that more students came
out of the mental health closet. so to speak.
Eyery time I tell people at the law school that
I had depression, they will inevitably have
felt something similar sometime in law school.
rm not saying we all have depression; having had it. I know it isn ' tjust "the blues" or
stress. But we have all felt overwhelmed.
Commencement tickets for all graduatinadequate. or lonely at some point during
ing seniors as well as for graduate stuthese three years . It would have helped
dents in Arts and Sciences. Business. Law
tremendously to know that we weren't alone.
and Education will be available from the
This is a friendly law school. but we all give
Student Affairs Office. 219 Campus C eneach other a w ide berth to conduct our
teL from 10a.m. until 5:00p.m. daily beginpersonalliYes. Perhaps that has done more
ning Wednesday. April 17. Provided tickets
harm than good. \\--e need to look out for
are picked up by 5:00 p.m., Friday, April 26.
each other more - ifyou notice that someone
each degree candidate is entitled to 5 guest
is missing class frequently. is withdrawn.
tickets. IN ORDERTO PICK UP TICKETS .
has suddenly changed their eating or sleepYOU MUST SHOW APHOTOLD . The
ing habits. orjust doesn 't seem to be acting
size oft is year's graduati ng class makes
like
himself. ask him about it. Or ifyou notice
it clear that we \vill not be able to provide
these
s)mptoms in yourself. ask for help.
any graduate with more than the allocated
The
d~)Ctors at Health Services are wonderfive guest tickets. VIMS Graduate Students should pick up tickets from Sue ful people and ,'ery helpful. as are the theraPresson in the Graduate Studies Office at pists at Counseling Services. They are there
VIMS. Questions, call Student Affairs at to help us: and we should be here to help
each other.
221-1236.
I haye very recently spoken to Dean
Reveley
and he said that he is open to any
(Note - these tickets are for the College
suggestions
for hO\.... the school can better
Commencement, not the Law School Comhandle
this
issue.
So if you have any ideas,
mencement although law students are
please
let
him
know.
free to attend both. - Ed.)

Commencement
Tickets
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Class Gift
By Leah Wade
I do not have ajob lined up fornextyear,
so I have not made a pledge to the 2002
Class Gift. And every time I \-vail< by the
' Survivor' table I feel a little gUilty. So, I
have been trying to decide what I could
leave William and Mary that might make up
for my temporary lack ofmoney. I decided
that the class gift should be something
that future classes could really use to make
William and Mary a better place. What I
have decided to do is tell my story.
Those of you who know me know that
I am a very private person (despite my
apparent inability to keep mymouth shut).
But only a few of you know that I am
suffering from a very serious clinical depression. I have spent more than a year in
a ' funk'. I told myself that thejob search
and the demands oflaw school were hard,
but nothing I couldn't handle. But, things
did not get better. When my family finally
interceded and encouraged me to seek
some professional help, I called the Will-

iam and Mary counseling center (they
have a few signs up in the lounge) and was
told I could not get an appointment for
three weeks. When I finally bottomed out
and got some help on my own, I was
shocked at my diagnosis: SERlOUSLY
DEPRESSED. I could not believe this : I
was not hiding in bed, I kept going to
school, and in fact, I had my best semester
of law school last fall, how could I be
depressed?
Law school engendered in me the notion that everyone is miserable and so I
must not be that depressed. It was not
until a chance encounter with a classmate
that I "confessed" this to some of my
friends . It was then I learned that I was not
alone. I have also learned that it is NOT
normal to be unhappy all of the time. I am
sure that certain members of the faculty
and staff would have tried to help me, if!
had asked for help. However, my dirty little
secret is that depression convinced me
that I was not worth helping.
I chose the last issue of the year to
disclose this because I do not want this to
seem like a cry for pity (if I could have
submitted this anonymously, I would

have). I do not want to talk to all of you
about the ugly details of my deepest emotions. But, as I began to confide in my
friends I dis·covered more and more people
dealing with these same issues. And I
flllally decided that SOMEONE needed to
start talking about it. No William and Mary
law student should think that he or she is
a failure.
I have become convinced that the law
school community is ill-equipped to deal
with mental health issues . It is common
knowledge that egos get bruised during
law school. Successful students make the
unfortunate discovery that no matter what,
someone gets ranked at the bottom of the
class. Students competing for Order of the
Coif find themselves tying their self-confidence to their academic success. Noone
ever tells us that lawyers have one of the
highest incidences of depression in the
professional population. In addition, no
one at the law school EVER discusses the
symptoms of depression or how to get
treatment. The main campus does not offer
convenient services for ~s, the law school
does not discuss it, and there is a pervasive attitude in the school that identifies
depression with weakness. So, my class
gift is to tell you that it is NOT OK to be

MOVING HOME?
STORING YOUR THINGS HERE
FOR THE SUMMER?
WE HAVE ....... .
STORAGE LOCKERS
U-HAUL VEHICLES & TRAILERS
BOXES
MOVING SUPPLIES
CONVENIENT TO W & M CAMPUS
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
(BRING W & M STUDENT J.D. AND SA Y "GO TRIBE" TO
RECEIVE 10% DISCOUNT ON STORAGE)
- . . _--
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depressed. The faculty must develop relationships with their students that allow
confidences. It is hard enough to admit to
myselfihat I am depressed, more or less to
a distant professor or staff member. Students, do not let the school ignore this
issue. Make sure this issue gets attention.
Despite all this, I leave William and Mary
with happy memories. But, I also leave
scarred by an illness that has a protracted
recovery and a high rate of relapse.

~

Things La\v Students
Should Know About
Depression
(compiled by Leah Wade)

........ . --

Research conducted at Campbell University in North Carolina indicated that 11 percent
of the lawyers in that state thought of taking
their own lives at least once a month.
According to a 1991 Johns Hopkins University study ofdepression in 105 professions,
lawyersrankedNo.l intheincidenceofdepression. This continues to hold true today.
One in four lawyers suffers from elevated
feelings of psychological distress, including
feelings of inadequacy, inferiority, anxiety,
social alienation, isolation and depression.
Estimates fromaround the country indicate
that the incidence of substance abuse among
lawyers is as much as double the national
average. Substance abusers are 10 times more
likely to commit suicide.
Many Bar associations offer services to
help with drug and alcohol abuse and the socalled "stresses" of practicing law. These
'stresses' can include depression. Only some
state bar associations directly address the
issue of depression (Alabama, Michigan,
Florida, and Nebraska).
At WilliamandMary, signs advertising the
Counseling Center didn't go up until after
Appalachian.

......

,

What are the symptoms of major depression?
The onset of the first episode of major depression may not be obvious if
it is gradual orrnild. The symptoms ofmajor depression characteristically
represent a significant change from how a person fimctioned before the
illness. The symptoms of depression include:
profoundly sad or irritable mood
pronounced changes in sleep, appetite, and energy
difficulty thinking, concentrating, and remembering
physical slowing or agitation
lack of interest in or pleasure from activities that were once enjoyed
feelings of guilt, worthlessness, hopelessness, and emptiness
recurrent thoughts of death or suicide
persistent physical symptoms that do not respOnd to treatment, such
as headaches, digestive disorders, and chronic pain

.....

Source: National Alliance for the Mentally ill web site (www.narni.org)
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[1...1 •• ~LJ a.: ]
3283 LAKE POWELL ROAD

June Hagee is the contact person atthe WilliamsburgaffiliateoftheNAMI.
She can be reached at220-2565.

The WilliamandMaryCounselingCenterislocatedatBlow MemorialHall
in Room 240 andcanbereachedat221-3620.

(Route I 99/Jamestown Road. Intersection)

220.3283
storeit@speakeasy.org
<-.
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LOCATION

TIME

Summer Fellowship meeting
Room 127
The Status of the AI-Qaeda dn Taliban Forces and the
Faculty Room
Rules of the Newly Established Military Tribunals Under Intemational Law"

12:30 to 1:30pm

Law Review Brieffor Competition Graders
Room 133
6 to 7 pm
Baseball vs. Towson
Plumeri Park
4pm
Sports & Entertainment Law Meeting
Room 239
6 to 7 pm
Bankruptcy make-up class - Professor Dickerson
Room 119
3 to 4:15 pm
Baseball vs. VMI
Plumeri Park
7pm
Patrick Hayes Writers' Festival: Katherine Soniat
McGlothlin Street 20
8pm
Criminal Law Review Session - Professor Marcus
Room 120
12:45 to 2 pm
President's Day Observance
Wren Chapel
5:30pm
Patrick Hayes Writers' Festival: Beth Anderson
McGlothlin Street 20
8pm
College's Career Services Advisory Committee
Faculty Room
3:30 to 5 pm
Christian Legal Society Meeting
Cottage
12:45 to 1 :30 pm
Hornebrew
Lodge One, University Center
8pm
Contracts Make-up Class - Professor Alces
Room 127
3 to 4 :30 pm
Milepost Nine
University Center Terrace
5pm
Seamus Heany
Kimball Theatre
8pm
Classes End
King & Queen Ball
Sunken Garden
9pm
Study Abroad Administration Meeting
Room 239
11 :30 am to 1 pm
Karaoke
Lodge One, University Center
9pm
Pointe Blank Performance
Commonwealth, University Center 2 pm & 8 pm
Reading Period
Baseball vs.ODU
Plumeri Park
1 pm
Ebony Expressions Concert
Commonwealth, University Center 2pm
Lalo Alcaraz Lecture
Commonwealth, University Center 7:30pm
Phi Beta Kappa Mem. Hall
W & M Orchestra Concert
8pm
Busch
Lacrosse vs. Virginia Tech.
4pm
Phi Beta Kappa Mem. HaCC
8pm
W & M Choirs Spring Concert
,,\2 pmt07 pm
Sunken Garden
Last Day of Classes Bash
Phi
Beta
Kappa
Mem.
Hall
Gentlemen of the College - Final Concert
7pm
Plumeri Park
Baseball vs. Hofstra
2pm
Plumeri
Park
Baseball vs. Hofstra
2pm
Phi Beta Kappa Mem. Hall
W & M Band Concert
11 am
Busch Courts
Tennis (W) vs. Virginia Tech.
8pm
Phi Beta Kappa Mem. Hall
W & M Choirs Spring Concert
10am
Room127
Contracts Review Session - Professor Hynes
4pm
Plumeri Park
Baseball vs. Norfolk State
8:30 am to 3:30 pm
Room 127
PMBR Class - T. Leigh Hearn
Order of Coif Ceremony
8:30 am to 12 pm
PMBR Class - T. Leigh Hearn
Room 127
3:45 pm to 6:30 pm
Graduation - Zable Stadium (PBK Hall inclement weather location)

TOP TEN REASONS MY CLIENT B MEMO WAS LATE
By Adrienne Griffin
10. My cat ate it. She used to be a stray - she'll eat anything.
9. I just really wanted to make sure all the bluebooking was absolutely correct.
8. That whole memo thing was really threatening to interfere with my TV viewing schedule.
My brother' s fiancee ' s cousin ' s friend·s fifth grade teacher died and I had to go to the funera l.
6. It"s not five o' clock yet in Alaska!
5. People from that other New York firm kept hogging all the reporters.
4. Lingering-childhood fears brought on by the film Ghostbusters prevented me from setting foot inside the law library.
3. Daylight savings time - what daylight savings time?
2. My client called me up in the middle of the night with additional important facts.
And the number one reason my Client B memo was late ...

I stayed up too late partying at my senior partner's house the night before it was due.

